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ABSTRACT 
The present work deals with changes in hidian agriculture in 
the late colonial period, 1888-1947. This work consists of five chapters. 
The introduction deals with brief historical background about the 
topic and selected survey of literature. 
The first chapter deals with the changing nature of agriculture 
during thi2 period of study. We have tried to examine the nature of 
the shift in cropping pattern in the wake of changes caused by 
demand, both internal as w^ell as external. In this chapter an attempt 
has been made to examine the regional specialization of crops and 
non-food crops according to the suitability of soil and climatic 
conditions. As attempt has been made to evaluate Government's 
efforts to ::ntroduce cotton seeds of foreign or distant origin keeping 
in view the interests of British textile industry. 
Chapter two deals with the means of cultivation and 
irrigational system prevalent in the British India. In this chapter a 
detailed sludy has been made of the use of indigenous agricultural 
implements and the introduction of new European implements and 
the response of Indian peasants towards some of the crucial tools. It 
also deals with different views about indigenous techniques, 
implemerits versus their new counterparts coming from Europe and 
America. Besides that, an attempt has been made to show the 
agricultural productivity and fertility of soil. Introduction of new 
manure for enhancing productivity during the British period is 
discussed in detail. About canal irrigation and well irrigation a 
separate sub-chapter for each is given to tmderstand the 
heterogensous nature of agricultural productivity in different parts of 
India, and we have tried to analyze the reasons behind them. 
In the third chapter the question of productivity has been dealt 
with. A deitailed statistical account has been given to see the per acre 
productivity during the period under discussion. With the help of 
tables and graphs, we have tried to study the changes in the cropping 
patterns especially after the introduction of railways and 
commercic lization of agriculture. 
Cha]3ter four concentrates on availability and consumption of 
agricultural products in India during 1888-1947. An attempt has been 
made to find the reasons responsible for frequent advent of famines 
in the last decade of the 19* century especially on the wake of 
maximization of railways constructions. We have tried to examine the 
link between expansion of railways and shrinkage of land under food 
crops. 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
India is a predominantly an agricultural country. The agricultural 
population has for many centuries carried on cultivation according to 
traditional methods. In the second half of nineteenth century and first half 
of twentieth century significant changes occurred. Agriculture has been 
the mainstay of Indian economy. In the period of study, agriculture 
witnessed various transformations vmder the influence of tenets of the 
markets. 
To understarid the changes which had taken place in the Indian 
agriculture in the last two decades of nineteenth century to Independence, 
it is nec(jssary to be acquainted with the apparatus which made the 
circumstances for transformation. 
The; Indian agriculture suffered greatly under the British rule. But by 
the second half of the nineteenth century one important change in British 
attitude occurred. That is to say that they started taking interest in favour 
of increasing the production of Indian agricultural products. The 
Government contemplated to improve Indian agriculture by appointing a 
royal chemist, J. A. Voelcker in 1889 to look into the soil and other 
prospecis of agriculture in India. One important question we have tried to 
investigate in our study is to find as to why the government officials were 
keen and wanted to improve the agricultural productivity? What impact 
did it hcive on the Indian agricultural productivity in terms of cash crops 
and food crops? We have also tried to examine the increase in the acreage 
of cultivation on the production of cash crops vis-a-vis food crops. 
For increasing the production of cash crops different agricultural 
institutions were created by the government and experimentation with 
variety of new variety of seeds on Indian agriculture was started. We have 
also atte.mpted to find out how this impacted the Indian soil and 
productivity? 
The first and the foremost reason behind this catalystic change was 
the introduction of railways just before the great mass upheaval in India. 
In 1860s two important incidents took place, firstly, American Civil War, 
which caused the stoppage of supply of cotton to British textile industries. 
And the second one was the opening of the Suez Canal which brought 
Indian colony closer to England and also provided cheaper transportation 
cost. 
Tlie initial intention of British government was clear that they 
wanted to exploit Indian agricultural products like raw cotton, oilseeds, 
wheat and others to procure food for themselves and their industries. 
A vast number of literature have been written regarding Indian 
economic during the period of study. They have devoted substantial 
attention on Indian agriculture. However, literature devoted to all aspects 
of Indian agriculture is scarce. 
Gcjorge Blyn's book. Agricultural Trends in Indian Agriculture, 1891-
1947, Output, Availahility and Productivity (1966) provided the first detailed 
account for the late colonial era. He has extensively utilized the statistical 
accountj. collected by the British Govermnent of India regarding acreage 
and productivity of food and non-food crops and all crops. His utilization 
of British sources are being questioned by scholar like Allen Heston. 
Therefore, we have also attempted to verify his sources in our study. Sumit 
Guha acknowledged G. Blyn,s contribution to the study as an important 
contribution in the field of agricultural productivity and availability of 
grains. It provides substantial data and statistics for the period between 
1891 and 1947. 
Another book written by William Bums, a British official in Lahore, 
Technological Possibilities of Indian Agricultural Development of India (1944) is 
full of ijiformation about crops cultivated in India. He has used detailed 
data and graph to show the performance of Indian crops. But his work 
linut our study till 1943, therefore, it had to be extended by other works 
which covered the developments till 1947. 
Recently published book entitled. Peasant History of Late Pre-colonial 
and Colonial India by B. B. Chaudhuri under the project of History of Indian 
Science, Philosophy and Culture (2008) provides detailed information 
regarding nature of agriculture in response to the local and international 
markets. 
Af; regional level most noticeable literature was written was by 
Elizabeth. Whitcombe, Agrarian Conditions in Northern India: the United 
Provinces under British Rule, 1860-1900, (1972). She highlighted the 
problems of agriculture particularly the irrigation. She concluded that 
brought serious coi\sequences on its wake. In Punjab, near Amritsar 
seepage ])roblem emerged, which brought health problems malarial cases 
increased steeply with the extension of canal irrigation. She argued that the 
canal irrigation also brought infertility to the soil in the form of usar and 
reh left by water logging. 
She also explained that these problems created space for research 
work. After a rigorous research work an engineer employed for the study 
of seepage problem, came out with the solution of using oil engine pump 
that could decrease water consumption and wastage, and water could be 
used for other purposes. 
In the Andhra region, A. Satyanarayna wrote a book Andhra Peasants 
under British Rule, 19Q0-4Q (1990). His study mainly focused on the 
cropping pattern in Andhra especially coastal regions. The chief crop of 
Andhra was the paddy. He highlighted the impact of commercial 
agriculttire on Andhra Pradesh and response of Indian peasants towards 
fluGtuatiag prices in the international arena. He pointed out that in Andhra 
in the lS'20s Burma rice threatened rice trade of Andhra from Coconada 
(port) to Madras and Malabar Coast this major finding was that rice to 
some extent was being replaced by the groundnut due to its high price. 
Another important point he highlighted was that local sugar cultivation 
was replaced by the foreign sugar beet especially Java sugar. This was 
owing to the correlation ship between prices and market. 
Imran Ali, has written a book on Ptmjab entitled. The Punjab under 
Imperialism, 1885-1947 (1988). Considering evidence on agricultural growth 
and development of rural Punjab Imran Ali, concluded that under-
development accompanied rapid growth because of the concentration of 
benefits on the hands of a privileged Pimjabi military elite. It is mainly 
suitable for its implications for modem Pakistan. This work lacks 
information about the condition of agriculture of Indian Punjab region. 
CHMT^^r 2 
CHAPTER II 
CROPPING PATTERN 
SHIFT IN CROPPING: 
It is no more coincidence that two great events, the Industrial 
Revolution and the process of colonization, took place almost 
simultaieously. Perhaps they had cause and effect relationship. It all 
began vdth the expansion in commercial activities. 
By the middle of the nineteenth century English capitalism reached a 
new stage. In England, capital investment had reached saturation point. It 
had coincided with complete victory of machine industry in all branches of 
produclion, and construction of network of railways, which was the 
greatesi absorbent of capital during this period. 
Englimd and some other European countries began to become 
industrialized at fast pace during later half of the nineteenth century.^ In 
consequence, they were in need of raw materials for feeding their 
emerging industries and Food Crops to feed their urban population as 
well. Foreign demand and the establishment of railways played an 
1 B. B. Ciaudhuii, "Growth of Commercial Agriculture and its Impact on the Peasant 
Economy", Indian Economic and Social History Review, Vol. VII, No. 1, March, 1970, p.25. 
important role in transforming Indian agriculture from subsistence 
agriculture to commercial agriculture. 
During the first half of nineteenth century and the second half of 
twentieth century Indian agriculture underwent significant changes.^ 
Apart f]'om advent of railways there were some internal and external 
events /^^ '^ hich contributed in transforming Indian agriculture. 
B. M. Bhatia argued that the most significant development in 
commer:ial field was the revolution in the means of transport. Opening of 
Suez Caial (1869) opened the shorter and new route from India to Europe. 
In comparison to the older route, it shortened 3000 miles and 36 voyage 
days from Calcutta to London.^ Bhatia regarded the fall in freight from 55 
Shillings to 27 Shillings (more than half) between the Calcutta and London 
in the following twelve years after opening of Suez Canal.^ 
Another significant event which took place in international arena 
was the American Civil War which influenced the Indian peasant economy 
2 G. S. Bhella, "Peasant Movertmt and Agrarian Change in India", Social Scientist, Vol. II, 
No. 8, August 1983, p. 39. 
3 B. M. Bhatia, Famine in India, A Study in some Aspects of the Economic History of India: 
1860-19t5, Bombay, 1963, p. 28. 
4 Ibid., p. 28 
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to a great extent. This event led to the stoppage of raw cotton supply to the 
Lancashire textile industries from United States. Consequently, they 
turned towards India for their supplies.^ 
B. B. Chaudhuri drew attention towards another significant 
invention, which played a crucial role in changing the dimension of trade 
between India and Europe was the telegraph. Telegraph communications 
between India and England since 1855 further broadened the contact by 
making possible a more accurate and quicker study of the demand and 
supply ] position and of other related phenomena.^ This innovation also 
turned t i e balance of trade in favour of the Europe because orders began 
to originate by the cables from London.^ 
Filially railways helped Indian agricultiu-al commodities to become 
competitive internationally and met possible and enormous expansion in 
5 Ibid. 
6 B.B. Chaudhuri, "Growth of Commercial Agriculture in Bengal 1859-85", in David 
Ludden (ed.). Agricultural Productivity and Indian History, OUP, Delhi, 1994, p. 146. 
7 Rajat Kant Ray (ed.), Entrepreneurship and Industry in India, 1800-1947, OUP, Delhi, 
1992, p. 33. 
the export of products such as wheat, rice, jute, leather, oilseeds and 
cotton.8 
Prior to iiitroductioii of railways, transportation except in the Indus 
and Ganga valleys and coastal regions of India was costly, undependable, 
and difficult. Though Mughal roads existed but many of them had fallen in 
despair.^ Prior to railways internal transportation was very slow and the 
rate of spoilage was very high. Theodore Morrison, a British official also 
tells about the imperfection of India's means of transportation before the 
advent of railways.io He observed that every miles of railways expansion 
tended to reduce the isolation of villages and the use of money entered in 
the villages and influenced the cropping pattern of India.ii On the one 
hand, railroads provided safer carriage for goods and quicker, mobility 
which lessened the spoilage and on the other ensured consistent supply 
throughout the calendar against seasonal river transportation.^^ Morrison 
8 John M Hurd, "Railways", in Dharma Kiunar (ed.). The Cambridge Economic History of 
India 1757-1970, 1st Publication, Cambridge, 1982, Indian Reprint, Delhi, 1984,p. 745; 
Man Habib, Indian Economy 1858-1914, Delhi, 2006, p. 56. 
9 John M Hurd, 'Railways', p. 737. 
1° Theodore Morrison, Economic Transition in India, London, 1911, p.l7. 
" Ibid., p. '14; J. Sarkar, Economics of British India, Calcutta, 1913, p. 222. 
12 B. B. Chc.udhury, "Growth of Commercial Agriculture and its Impact on the Peasant 
Economy", lESHR, Vol. VII, No. 1, March, 1970, p. 29. 
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also noticed that roads and railways have done for the provinces of India 
what th(j sea had done for England. They had rescued them from absolute 
dependence upon the local harvest and started mobility of grain.i^ 
Tlie expansion of railways continued on more or less even scale 
since its inception but after 1869, there was a tremendous rise. Apart from 
private companies, government imits began to build and run railway lines 
also. Evon district boards undertook some railways construction work at 
their own.i4 Rail freight increased from about 20 million tons to 120 million 
tons from 1890 to 1930.15 
Table 2.1 
Construction of Railway Lines between 1860 and 1946-7. 
Year 
1860 
1870 
1890 
1920-21 
1946-7 
KM 
1,349 
7,678 
25,495 
56,980 
65,217 
Development in % 
469.16 
232.05 
123.49 
14.46 
(Soxirce: John M. Kurd, "Railways", p. 739) 
3^ Theodore Morrison, op.cit, p.l20. 
14 Ibid., p. 39. 
15 George Blyn, Agricultural Trends in India 1891-1947, Output, Availability and 
Productivity, Philadelphia, 1966, p. 20. 
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It is evident that from the second half of the nineteenth 
century railways began to penetrate into the remote villages in India and 
brought Indian village products especially wheat, cotton, jute and oil seeds 
into the international market. By 1910, Indian railways rose to the fourth 
position in the world.i^ International markets and prices of products 
affected the Indian rural economy. This whole process came to be known 
as 'Corrimercialization of Indian Agriculture' which led to the shift in 
croppmg. 17 
Tlie new export staples of the nineteenth century were much more 
firmly rooted in the peasant economy. These major staple crops were 
6^ B. R.To:nnlmson, The Economic history of India: 1860-1970, OUP, New Delhi, 1998, p. 55. 
17 M. B. McAlpin, "Railroads, Prices and Peasant Rationality: India 1860-1900", Journal of 
Economic History, Vol. 34, No. 3, September, X (ed.), 1974, P. 663. 
12 
cotton, jute and Food Crops particularly wheat and oil seeds. Earlier cash 
crops cultivation of indigo and opium fell away due to the diminishing 
demands in markets. 1860s onwards their demand began to shrink every 
year and finally after 1910 onwards disappeared from the markets.is 
Table 2.2 
Exports J'rom India: Commodity composition, percentage share in total exports 
value, 1850-1 to 1935-6. (Figure in Average) 
Item 
Raw Cotton 
Cotton Goods 
Food Grains 
Raw Jute 
Manufactured Jute 
Oilseed 
Hides and Skins 
Tea 
Seeds 
Opium 
Indigo 
Export in % 
19.17 
4.61 
13.83 
6.37 
7.98 
8.14 
5.13 
6.14 
8.13 
15.44 
3.6 
(Source: K.N. Choudhuri, "Foreign Trade and Balance of Payment, 1757-
1947" in Dhaima Kumar, (ed.), CEHI, Vol. H, Table 10:11, 
p. 844) 
18 See K. N. Chaudhuri, "Foreign Trade and Balance of Payment (1757-1947)", in Dharma 
Kumar, (ed.), CEHI, Vol. II, Table. 10.11, p. 844. 
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During the Mughal rule, cotton was grown in large quantities as a 
cash crc»pi9^ and mostly consumed by the Indian handicraft industry, 
al though a small quantity of raw cotton and cotton y a m was exported to 
Persian Gulf, to Red Sea por t and occasionally to Europe.20 Until 
eighteenth century, in Bengal cotton cultivation had flourished^i but with 
^' Irfan Habib, Mughal India, op.cit, p.41. 
20 Ibid., p. 74. 
21 In his report for 1886-87, the Director of Land Records and Land Records and 
Agricullaire wrote "Cotton was formerly grown extensively in Dacca and 
Mymensingh districts in large tracts of land, soil as well physical aspects of which are 
very weU suited to the cultivation of plant. The cotton rose here, though rather short in 
staple, Avas the finest known in the world and formed the material out of which the 
very delicate and extremely beautiful Dacca muslin was manufactured. Since the 
decline of that celebrated fabric, the cultivation of cotton has entirely ceased in this 
tract", cited in George Watt, A Dictionary of Economic Products of India, Vol. IV, 
Goverranent of India Press, Calcutta, 1886, p.41 
14 
the changes in nineteenth century which brought regional specialization, 
Berar, Clujarat, Madras and other areas of south and west India became 
more important and Bengal lost its dominance in the cultivation of this 
crop gredually. 
Raw cotton from 1860-1 to 1935 was the chief export item from 
h\dia. Raw cotton export recorded gradual increase after the boom years 
and its share in export was almost 20% while cotton goods' share was only 
4.61% due to the British government's destructive policies towards Indian 
handlocm industry. This notion is ascribed to the writings of Marxist and 
Nationalist writers.22 Data shows the combined (raw and goods) share was 
almost !Z5% in Indian export item. Here one interesting point regarding 
raw cotl.on supply was that when American cotton resumed its glory after 
the end of war, Indian cotton had explored new markets in continental 
Europe and later Japan as biggest importer.23 
22 Morris David Morris, "Economic Change and Agriculture in Nineteenth Century 
India", The Economic and Social History Review, Vol. Ill, No. 2, June, 1966, p. 188. 
23 Peter Hametty, "Cotton Export and Indian Agriculture, 1860 - 1870", The Economic 
History Review, New Series, Vol. XXIV, No. 3, August, 1971 p.414; Vera Anstey, The 
Economic Development of India, London, 4* edition, 1952, p. 19. 
15 
Next to cotton, jute had maximum share in export in which the share 
of raw jute was 6.37% and manufactured jute 7.98%. The growing 
promineince of jute, primarily as a packing material, was mainly due to the 
vast inci'ease in the world wide commodity movement.2* It is also said that 
during the British period jute industry was only growing industry in India. 
After tt.e First World War jute packets were in great demand for the 
supply of Food Crops to Europe.25 Thus we notice of its share was 
touching almost 15% in Indian export. 
Food Crops export occupy the third place with the share of 13.83%. 
Though wheat is a food crop but it was regarded as commercial crop for 
precediiig two or three decades of nineteenth century due to its 
importance as export item.26 
Other crops which were coming to the prominence as export item 
were the oilseeds, which include sesamum, linseed, castor oil, groundnut, 
rape and mustard had provided the average share of 8.14% of the export. 
24 B. B. < I h a u d h u r i , Peasant History of Late Pre-Colonial and Colonial India, P r o j e c t of 
History of Science, Philosophy and Culture in hidian Civilization, Vol. VIII, Part-2, 
DeUhi, 2.008, p. 421. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. , ji. 419. 
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As Vera Anstey observed that oilseeds was sown in India from the earlier 
times but its cultivation came into prominence only after railways during 
the nineteenth century and they now formed one of the great exports.27 
Ground] lut was the fastest expanding cash crop of India whose prices in 
European markets were high and Indian farmers responded according to 
fluctuating prices. In 1901, the area under this crop was less than 3 lakh 
acres and in 1914 it rose to 2.1 million acres. With the outbreak of World 
War in Europe its acreage came down to 1.3 million acres. During post war 
period again got price impetus in Europe and rose to 2 million acres and 
finally b(jtween 1921 to 1929 (till the Great Depression), it rose to record 5 
million acres.^s A study of Blyn's appendix also shows a growth in acreage 
by 6.1 per cent per year between 1891 and 1946.29 The uses of oilseeds were 
in leather and dyeing industries and in candle and soap making and so 
on.30 Th(; oilseeds were also presumably required for lubricants in the 
machines; in the absence of petroleum based lubricants. Tea was the fast 
27 Vera Anstey, op.cit, p. 19. 
28 W i l l i a m B u m s , Technological Possibilities of Agricultural Development in India, 
Government Printing, Lahore, 1944, p. 11. 
29 George Blyn, op.cit. Appendix, 5A, p.328. 
30 Vera Aistey, op.cit, p. 19; Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. X, Part. Ill, July, 1915 
(Quarterly), p. 323. 
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growing plantation crop, and making inroads to the market abroad rapidly 
in the pi-eceding two and half decades of independence of India. 
Another most significant cash crop which was having reliable 
markets at both local and international levels especially after 1930 was 
sugarca]ie.3i In 1934, United Provinces and Bihar administrations began 
fixing minimum prices for sugarcane purchased by factories which 
attracted farmers to shift or increase their land under sugarcane 
cultivation.32 
Moreland had estim.ated the acreage of cotton in response to the 
prices in the United Provinces. If food stocks were large, the prices of 
wheat w^ere low and ratio of cotton to rice was high; while if food stocks 
was low, even though cotton prices might be higher. Similarly if the prices 
of wheat was high, the cultivator who had food in hand would be inclined 
to sow Avheat or more other food crop as a market crop, w^hile it w a^s low 
he would prefer cotton.^^ 
31 George Bl)m, op.cit, p. 19; Vera Anstey, op.dt, p. 21. 
32 Williani Bums, op.cit, p. 13. 
33 W. H. Moreland, "Conditions Determining the Area Sown with Cotton in United 
Provinces", The Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. I, Part 1, Calcutta, January, 1906, p. 
41. 
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Table 2.3 
ikrea Sown under Cotton with Ratio of Prices, 1888 to 1904. 
Year 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
Ratio of Prices 
100 
110 
93 
96 
100 
102 
124 
107 
86 
53 
74 
81 
72 
86 
90 
97 
152 
Area OOO's of 
acres 
1,342 
1,577 
1,519 
1,196 
998 
1,266 
1,444 
1,261 
1,370 
1,079 
1,102 
1,068 
1,228 
1,361 
1,463 
995 
1,401 
Acreage in 
% 
17.51 
-3.68 
-21.26 
-16.56 
26.85 
14.06 
-12.67 
8.64 
-21.24 
2.13 
-3.09 
14.98 
10.83 
7.49 
-31.99 
40.80 
(Source: W. H. Moreland, "Conditions Determining the area sown with Cotton in 
United Provinces", p. 41 ) 
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Jiite could be another example of acreage in response to prices 
during First World War. The sudden loss of German and Austro-
Hungarian markets as well as shortage in shipping led to slump in raw 
jute. By 1914, prices fell by 33%. In response to high prices of 1911-13, the 
peasant ly had increased the area under jute by almost 13 per cent in the 
1914-15 seasor\s in Bengal.34 
Tlius important changes began to occur in the economy of India 
after 18()0s onwards when Lancashire cotton industry of England suffered 
from thi2 stoppage of raw cotton supplies from United States due to the 
outbrealc of civil war, England started taking interest in Indian agriculture 
which tiad to be proved an alternative supplier of raw materials to the 
British industries and also food especially wheat for their urban people. 
Blyn obi served that railroads network and trading elements promoted the 
commercialization of Indian agriculture. Peasants were in greater need of 
cash for paying land revenue.^s Apart from revenue they also needed cash 
34 Omkar Goswami, "Agrictdture in Slump: The Peasant Economy of East and North 
Bengal in the 1930s", The Economic and Social History Review, Vol. XXI, No. 3, 
September, 1984, p. 339 . 
35 George Blyn, op.cit, p. 20. 
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to buy utensils, cloths and other essentials and to meet out the expenses of 
ceremonies and rituals.^6 
All schools of Indian economic history agree that railroads, because 
of the fall in transport costs associated with their construction, permitted 
shift in cropping in the interior portions of India. While some historians 
have viewed such trends as positive and indicating a modernizat ion of the 
country! >ide,37 others have viewed shift in cropping patterns as destructive 
and likely to have diminished India's food supply. 3^  Both school of Indian 
economies also assumed that the proportion of land devoted to food crops 
and col ton (or other non-food crops like jute and oilseeds) were 
36 MacAljpin, /EH, Vol. 34, no. 3, op.cit, p. 671; Krishna Bharadwaj, "A View on 
Commercialization of Indian Agriailture and the Development of Capitalism", Journal 
of Peasant History, Vol. XII, No. 4 July, 1985, p.l2 
37 V e r a ^instay. The Economic Development of India (4*^ edn.) , L o n d o n , 1952, p p . 143-44, 
146, 14i5; K. L. Du t t a Report on the Inquiry into rise of the Prices of India, Vol. I, 
Superintendant of Government Printing, Calcutta, 1914, p. 21; Morris David Morris, 
"Towards a Reinterpretation of Nineteenth Century Indian Economic History", Journal 
of Economic History, 1963, XXIII, pp. 606-18. 
38 R. C. Dut t , The Economic History of India in the Victorian Age (Seventh Edn . ) , London , 
1950, p. 366; Daniel Thomer, "Capital Movement and Transportation: Great Britain 
and the Development of India's Railways", Journal of Economic History, 1951, XI, p. 400; 
Bipin Cliandra, "Reinterpretation of Nineteenth Century Indian Economic History" , 
The Indian Economic and Social History Review, 1968, V, p p . 35-75; B. M. Bhatia, Famines 
•in India, 1860-1965 (second Edn.) , N e w York, 1967, p p . 31,33-34,134-35,160. 
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changiiig.s^ As for example, in cotton producing Bombay Presidency there 
j 
was a leduction in food crops acreage by 6.61 per cent, while non-food 
crops aj'ea increased by 22.08 per cent for the year 1902-03 to 1903-04.40 
John. Augustus Voelcker^i reported that the increasing demand of other 
countries for wheat, oilseeds, and cotton, had exercised an important 
influence upon the systems of Indian agriculture, and whereas the ryot 
formerly looked to his field yielding him a crop which provided grain for 
himself and family, as well as straw for his cattle, the element of trade now 
entered into his calculations and had marked changes in the kinds of 
extent o;" the crops grown.^^ 
The demand factors affected most regions of India and led to shift 
the areas from food crops to non food crops.^^ As A. Satyanarayana 
observed that cropping pattern in Andhra region during the first half of 
39 M. B. MacAlpin, "Railroads, Prices and Peasant Rationality: India 1860-1900", JEH, 
Vol. 34, No. 3, September, 1974,p. 662. 
*" Seasons and the Crops Reports of the Bombay Presidency for 1903-04, p. 5 
*^  A Royali Chemist who was asked to look into the improvement of Indian agrioilture in 
1889. 
*2 J. A. Voelcker, Report of the Improvement of Indian agriculture, New Delhi, rep. 1986, p. 
232. 
43 B. B. Chaudhviri, Peasant History Late Pre colonial and Colonial India, (Project of History 
of Indian Science, Philosophy and Culture (PHISPC)), Vol. VIII, Part 2, 2008, p. 114. 
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the twentieth century was complex and there was a tendency towards crop 
diversiiication noticeable. A look at the statistics indicates more and more 
crops w ere coming under the sway of market, hi a sense, a definite trend is 
visible ;i\ the region. The peasants of Andhra region shifted to the better 
lands that crop and increased commercialization was visible as the new 
'industrial' crop eroded the traditional crop structure which was 
dominated by the subsistence crops (Food Crops).44 
One explanation for this phenonienon is that when the farmers of 
one areci found out that a given commercial crop was far more profitable in 
comparison to other crops cultivated in the same area, they obviously 
preferred to switch over to more profitable commercial crops. It could also, 
of course, be that as the farmers realized that the yield per acre of the most 
profitable crops were going up, they shifted part of the area under other 
crops to the niost profitable crops.^s 
Voelcker during his journey of Khandesh (Deccan) noticed that rice 
was replaced principally by cotton and millet, and wheat registering its 
^ A Satyaneirayana, "Expansion of Commodity Production and Agrcirian Market"; 
Devid Ludden, Agricultural Productivity and Indian History, OUP, Delhi, 1994, pp. 185-6. 
45 B. B. Qiaudhuri, Chapter 4: "Organization of fhe Peasant Economy", Peasant History 
of the Late Pre-Colonial and Colonial India, (PHISPC), Vol. VIII (2), Delhi, 2008, p. 114. 
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presences such.46 He had also noticed jute cultivation, preparation and 
manufacturing of it in Serajganj in Eastern Bengal during his journey. He 
describtid the favourable climate (damp and hot) and silt-renewed soil 
where little manuring was required.*^ 
Iifan Habib has also argued that enormous cultivation of jute in 
Bengal during nineteenth century was at the expense of rice and sugar to a 
large e>.tent which undoubtedly led to the chronic food shortage, which 
later affected the province.^s 
Bi2tween 1900 and 1939, the share of canal irrigated area increased at 
a trend rate of 1.64 per cent per year. In response to this, farmer switched 
heavily over to cotton.^^ Raj Krishna was the first who studied the price 
relation!} in acreage in Punjab between cotton and wheat and the farmers 
of west Punjab, response towards prices. But Omkar Goswami and Aseem 
Srivastava do not agree with him and they considered jowar as a correct 
46 J. A. Voelcker, op. cit, p. 27. 
47 Ibid., p. 275. 
48 Man Habib, Agrarian System of Mughal India, 1556-1707, Second Revised edn., New-
Delhi, 1999, p. 46. 
49 Omkar Goswami and Aseem Srivastava, "Commercialization of Indian Agriculture, 
1900-194:0, What do Supply Response Say? ", lESHR, Vol. 28, N0.3,1991. p. 240 
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match Avith cotton because of their close sowing time.so In Madras, price 
relation between cotton and jowar (subsistence crop for poor) had great 
impact on acreage under cultivation. 
Table 2.4 
Percentage of Area under Food Crops and Commercial Crops Total 
Cultivated area. 
Quinquennim Quinquennim Quinquennim Quinquennim 
Northeiii and Eastern Bengal 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Jute 
Southern and Western Bengal 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2 Jute 
Bihar 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Jute 
East Pus:ijab 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Cotton 
Sind 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2 Cotton 
Gujarat 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Cotton 
Deccan 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Cotton 
Berai 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2 Cotton 
Central Provinces 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Cotton 
Madras (South) 
(1) Foodgrains 
(2) Oil Seeds 
(3) Cotton 
(Source: B. M. Bhatia, p . 222) 
1890-91 to 
1894-95 
71.80 
11.28 
85.34 
1.42 
84.64 
0.46 
84.58 
3.28 
81.56 
3.06 
80.02 
10.42 
80.02 
10.42 
56.7 
33.06 
80.56 
4.42 
82.78 
6.71 
7.80 
1895-96 to 
1899-1900 
70.1 
10.7 
84.88 
1.14 
83.54 
0.40 
77.76 
5.14 
83.04 
3.18 
80.1 
10.34 
80.1 
1 10.34 
57.4 
34.88 
82.12 
4.14 
83.32 
6.90 
4.34 
1900-01 to 
1904-05 
68.54 
12.22 
85.04 
1.28 
82.96 
0.72 
75.26 
5.26 
83.32 
4.44 
7838 
12.46 
78.8 
12.46 
54.84 
38.46 
79.8 
6.58 
81.74 
7.84 
4.34 
1905-06 to 
1909-10 
65.64 
14.9 
84.4 
2.76 
83.78 
1.22 
75.0 
4.44 
83.14 
5.78 
76.90 
14.86 
76.90 
14.86 
52.76 
42.56 
79.20 
6.90 
79.86 
8.48 
5.54 
50 Ibid., p . 242 
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This data provides clear evidence of decrease in food crops acreage 
except in Sind where area under both crops had increased. In other 
provinces of British India non-food crops were increasing their acreage. 
Here regional specialization is also noticed such as area under jute in 
Bengal and Bihar had increased. While in cotton tract of western and 
southern India, areas under cotton had increased. In Madras Presidency 
where Land was most suitable for oilseeds production, the area under it 
had inci eased. The farmers responded towards commercial crops in lieu of 
money i:o meet out the land revenue and rents and other requirements 
which w as created by the new order with the expansion of railways. 
Peter Harnetty's study of cotton cultivation in western India 
indicates; that cotton displaced the sugarcane in Punjab to considerable 
extent between 1862 and 1864 and in the same period in Madras it 
happened with indigo.si In the Bellary district of Madras and several 
districts of Bombay there was a shift from Food Crops to cotton to take 
advanta^.e of the abnormally high prices which prevailed during the 
American war.52 
51 Peter Hametty, op.cit., p. 418. 
52 Ibid., p. 418. 
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MacAlpin and Harnetty do not agree with this notion as MacAlpin 
refutes the postulation of a shift from food crops to non food crops acreage 
specially the acreage relation between food crops and cotton in cotton 
growing regions.53 The relationship between cotton and food crops acreage 
for the period between 1874 and 1900 in five major cotton growing areas, 
namely Berar, Bombay Presidency, Central Provinces, Madras Presidency 
and Punjab were as below:54 
Table 2.5 
Central Provinces, Madras Presidency and Punjab were as below. 
Berar Bombay Presidency Central Provinces Madras Presidency Fimiab Total 
Cotton FG* Cotton FG* Cotton FG* Cotton FG* Cotton FG* Cotton FG* 
1874-75 22.7 48.8 8.6 59.8 5.3 86.1 6.5 83.8 3.7 87.4 7.9 77.0 
1899-00 ;i8.1 52.3 10.5 66.8 4.7 81.2 5.4 80.2 4.9 73.9 8.6 74.1 
Avg. total t5.3 +3:23 +1.9 +7 -0.60 -4.89 -0.9 -3.6 +1.4 -13.5 +0.692.90 
(Source: C!omputed from MacAlpin 's A r t , lESHR, op.cit.,Table no.2, p.47.) 
(*Food Crops, include wheat , rice, jowar and bajra . ) 
This table shows acreage growth imder cotton by 0.69 per cent while 
the Food Crops loosing acreage by 2.90 per cent. 
In his study of cotton cultivation for the same region for the period 
between 1860 and 1870, Harnetty pointed out that increase in cotton 
53 MacAlpin, /EH, op.cit, p . 666. 
54 Computed from MacAlpin's Art , lESHR, op.cit. Table no.2, p.47. 
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cultivation was part of overall increase in cultivation.55 He also rejects 
Bhatia's. claim that as early as 1866, the substitution of commercial crops by 
food crops had a disastrous effect on India's food supply on the ground of 
the lad. of substantial data. He disagrees with G. Blyn's claim of increase 
imder commercial acreage as a whole more than Food Crops as well.56 
Flere one interesting point revealed by the calculation of MacAlpin 
was the curious case of cotton gaining more acreage under it though it was 
meager 0.69 in comparison loss of acreage under food crops shown as 2.90 
along w ith the fall of all crops acreage.57 
Table 2.6 
Estimates of Area and Yield of Principle Crops of India, 1926-27 and 
1935-36. 
(Area under Food Crops) 
Years 
1906-07 
1907-08 
1908-09 
1909-10 
1910-11 
1911-12 
1912-13 
Acreage(mOOO) 
13635 
17191 
24558 
25466 
26540 
24161 
26262 
Acreage in % 
26.08 
42.85 
3.70 
4.22 
-8.96 
8.70 
55 Peter Hametty, op. cit., p. 415. 
56 Ibid., p. 427. 
57 MacAlpin, lESHR, Table no.2, p.47. 
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1913-14 
1914-15 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
Average 
24422 
28003 
26089 
30134 
30187 
23852 
49463 
43923 
50829 
51526 
49589 
50234 
48651 
50733 
49955 
51446 
50734 
54088 
55612 
54505 
56083 
53488 
54856 
-7.01 
14.66 
-6.83 
15.50 
0.18 
-20.99 
107.37 
-11.20 
15.72 
1.37 
-3.76 
1.30 
-3.15 
4.28 
-1.53 
2.98 
-1.38 
6.61 
2.82 
-1.99 
2.90 
-4.63 
0.26 
6.55 
(Source: Computed from the Abstract of Agricultural Statistics of India of 
1919-20, Vol. 2, Calcutta, 1922, p. iv; and 1935-36, p. v.) 
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Table 2.7 
Estimates of Area and Yield of Principle Crops of India, 1926-27 and 1935-36. 
(Area under Non-food Crops) 
Years 
1906-07 
1907-08 
1908-09 
1909-10 
1910-11 
1911-12 
1912-13 
1913-14 
1914-15 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
Average 
Acreage in 
OOO's acres 
2,062 
2,919 
4,350 
4,685 
5,267 
5,217 
5,515 
5,533 
6,078 
4,879 
5,949 
6,347 
5,884 
13,770 
12,868 
15,072 
16,312 
16,340 
17,251 
17,463 
17,107 
17,218 
18,419 
18,545 
18,936 
17,687 
18,651 
19,213 
17,725 
18,667 
— 
I n % 
41.56 
49.02 
7.70 
12.42 
-0.95 
5.71 
0.33 
9.85 
-19.73 
21.93 
6.69 
-7.29 
134.02 
-6.55 
17.13 
8.23 
0.17 
5.58 
1.23 
-2.04 
0.65 
6.98 
0.68 
2.11 
-6.60 
5.45 
3.01 
-7.74 
5.31 
10.17 
(Source: Computed from the Abstract of Agricultural Statistics of 
India of 1919-20, Ydl 2, Calcutta, 1922, p. iv; and 1935-
36, p. V.) 
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Agricultural Statistics of British India 1919-20 which carried data 
from 1SI06-7 to 1919-20, showed the area under food crops to be 78.3% 
while tlie area under non-food crops was 21.7% (including fodder crops). 
In non food crops, chief cash crops were cotton, jute and oilseeds, they 
contributed almost 16% of the total 21.7%. 
l o r the period between 1920-21 and 1935-36, Agricultural Statistics 
of British India (1935-6), reported that the acreage under food crops was 
74.6% while under non food crops it was 25.5%. Here also share of the 
three cash crops cotton, jute and oilseeds was almost 19%. 
When these two Agricultural Statistical data of British India are 
compared, setting in of a decline becomes evident in food crops acreage by 
3.7 pei' cent whereas an increase under non-food crops cultivation was 
increajied by 3.8 per cent. 
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The data of 1918-19 and 1919-20 is extremely interesting when both 
food cro]3S and non-food crops acreage shoot up. It seems that the, data for 
this period was some sort of an aberration in the general trend. If we look 
at the data ignoring figures of 1918-19 and 1919-20 definite ascent in non-
food crops acreage is attested and it was almost double than those under 
food crops. The non-food crops data shows an average increase of almost 
13% for liie period under review while if we subtract 1918-20 year it would 
remain at 5.7%. On the other hand, food crops data for the same 1918-20 
shows an average growth of 6.55% and if this figure was subtracted the 
acreage finder foodgrains would fall to 2.95%. 
In 1880, according to the Famine Commission statistics the total area 
under cultivation in British India was 187.75 million acres of which 
roughly 89% was under food crops and 11% under non-food crops. By 
1901 thii; ratio reached 85% and 15% respectively and by 1939-40 non-food 
crops share gained by 4% i.e., 19.3 percent.^s 
58 B.M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage and Agricultural Production in India" in Niranjan Ray's 
^d^ Socio-economic Change in India 1871-1961, p. 562. 
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Indian farmers preference for non-food crops cultivation was 
obvious which presumably meant their decision began to be influenced by 
the market activities. 
An abstract of the table of area and yield of each crop of the 
estimates of area and yield of principle crops in India, 1926-2759, reflect the 
average growth of each crop both food and cash between 1895-96 to 1926-
27. The average growth in area imder different crops for the period was: 
rice by 4L88%, wheat by 3.44%, sugarcane by 3.14%, cotton by 6.64%, jute 
by 8.999!), linseed by 2.45%, rape and mustard by 2.36% and sesamum by 
2.22%.T]\ough this calculation does not indicate any major shift in 
cropping pattern but one can see the major export item claimed the largest 
area under cultivation. 
Table 2.8 
British India: Trend Rates of Change in Acreage: 
(Food Crops) 
Year 
1891-1931 
1896-1906 
1901-1911 
1906-1916 
1911-1921 
1916-1926 
Rice 
-0.21 
-0.36 
0.31 
0.38 
0.11 
-0.32 
Wheat 
-0.96 
2.29 
0.6 
0.88 
-0.85 
0.82 
JoTvar 
0.07 
-0.17 
-0.76 
-0.17 
0.82 
0.43 
Gram 
-0.66 
1.89 
1.93 
1.34 
0.11 
1.61 
Gram 
-0.66 
1.89 
1.93 
1.34 
0.11 
1.61 
Bajra 
1.82 
1.94 
1.52 
-0.18 
-1.31 
-0.74 
Barley 
2.95 
0.93 
1.46 
0.04 
-1.12 
-1.39 
Maize 
1.72 
0.73 
0.13 
0.1 
0.14 
-1.72 
Ragi 
0.15 
-0.12 
0.09 
-0.5 
-0.5 
-0.62 
59 Depari-ment of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, India, 29* Issue, 1928, p.8 
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1921-1931 
1926-1936 
1931-1941 
1936-1946 
Average; 
-0.12 
0.24 
0.52 
1.23 
0.18 
0.81 
0.64 
0.39 
0.29 
0.49 
0.43 
0.43 
0.43 
0.43 
0.19 
-0.57 
0.01 
-1.44 
0.9 
0.51 
-0.57 
0.01 
-1.44 
0.9 
0.51 
-0.03 
-0.14 
0.92 
2.73 
0.65 
-0.52 
-0.96 
-0.33 
0.82 
0.19 
0.52 
0.17 
-0.32 
1.49 
0.30 . 
-0.83 
-1.14 
-1.37 
-0.6 
-0.54 
(Source: G Blyn, Op cit. Appendix, 5A, p.328) 
Table 2.9 
(Non-Food Crops) 
Year 
1891-1901 
1896-1906 
1901-1911 
1906-1916 
1911-1921 
1916-1926 
1921-1931 
1926-1936 
1931-1941 
1936-1946 
Average 
sugarcan 
e 
-178 
-173 
-0 4 
0.-15 
1.1)3 
0.19 
0.14 
3.56 
2.59 
0.51 
0.50 
Cotto 
n 
-0.33 
4.25 
3.11 
0.57 
-0.47 
1.67 
-0.1 
-1.73 
-0.27 
-3.27 
0.34 
Jute 
-0.55 
5.49 
2.16 
-1.85 
-2.97 
0.65 
0.73 
-3.22 
2.85 
-1.48 
0.18 
Tea 
3.52 
1.66 
1.01 
1.74 
1.92 
1.12 
1.05 
0.51 
0J26 
0.13 
1.29 
Tobacc 
o 
-3.37 
-0.8 
-0.4 
-0.2 
-0.03 
0.02 
1.31 
1.09 
1.33 
-1.67 
-0.27 
Groundnut 
-1.98 
1Z99 
11.06 
10.69 
2.34 
9.52 
9.89 
1.9 
2.55 
2.05 
6.1 
Rape& 
Mustard 
0.57 
-1.17 
1.63 
-0.27 
-1.02 
0.19 
0.65 
1.33 
-0.07 
0.05 
0.19 
seasamm 
2.34 
1.87 
-0.31 
-1.69 
-2.78 
-0.66 
0.12 
-0.21 
-0.11 
-0.3 
-0.17 
Linseed 
-5.72 
2.5 
0.05 
0.61 
-1.76 
2 
0.13 
0.07 
0.74 
-1.36 
-0.27 
Indigo 
-6.93 
-11.68 
-1Z26 
0.49 
-0.64 
-13.74 
-15.26 
-8.34 
-0.84 
282 
-6.64 
(Source: G Blyn, Op cit. Appendix, 5A, p.328) 
Blyn's period of study, 1891-1946 of acreage of 18 crops under two 
categories food and non-food crops and all crops as well, presents little 
change in acreage. The cultivation area under food crops rose slightly by 
0.31% per year and non-food crops by 0.42% per year while all crops area 
rose only by 0.39%. During the recession period, slump in acreage of two 
leading non food crops, cotton and jute can be noticed. After the end of 
34 
depression period, the recovery of cotton prices was very slow/o thus a 
negative trend in cotton can be noticed. Jute recovered its status in post 
depression period but again fell due to the outbreak of War. 
Table 2.10 
Acreage Cropped, 
Crops 
Rice 
Wheat 
Jowar 
Gram 
Bajra 
Barley 
Maize 
Ragi 
1891-5 
Million -
66.0 
21.9 
20.9 
11.1 
11.7 
5.2 
5.1 
4.4 
Total Food crops 146.0 
Cotton 
Sugarcane 
Jute 
Groundnut 
Oilseeds 
Indigo 
9.6 
2.9 
2.0 
0.4 
12.5 
1.4 
Total Non -Food 
grains Crops 
All Crops 
30.4 
British India, 1891-1946 
% of All Crops 
37.3 
12.4 
11.8 
6.3 
6.6 
2.9 
2.9 
2.5 
85.5 
5.6 
1.6 
1.1 
0.0 
7.0 
0.8 
17.2 
Million -
74.1 
26.4 
22.1 
15.1 
15.1 
6.7 
6.3 
3.4 
169.0 
11.6 
3.6 
2.5 
5.6 
11.1 
0.05 
36.5 
1941-46 
% of All Crops 
36.0 
12.8 
10.7 
7.1 
7.3 
3.3 
3.2 
1.7 
82.0 
5.6 
1.7 
1.2 
2.7 
5.4 
0.0 
17.7 
(including others) 177.0 100.0 206.0 100.0 
(Notes: Oilseeds include rape, mustard, sesamum, and linseed) 
This calculation also shows the contrast between two periods, 1891-5 
and 1941-6, where we find a slump in food crops acreage, while in non-
food crc'ps acreage a little increase was registered. 
60 H. MitraCedi The Annual Indian Register, 1937, Vol. Ill, p.427 
61 Comp ated from George Blyn, op. cit. Appendix, 3A, pp. 253-311; see also for similar 
conclusion Tixfhankar Roy, Economic History of India, OUP. Delhi, 2000, pp. 64-65 
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One important possible factor which presumably played sigruficant role 
in deterjriining the area under food and non-food crops was the weather 
(rainfall) of that season. In India most of the crops heavily depended on 
monsoon rainfiall as irrigation system of India was not properly distributed. 
In the bad years, large areas renvained unsown and large substitutions of 
one cro}) to another were made by the cultivators at the last moment, in 
accordcince with the distribution of rainfall.62 This may explain seasonal 
variations, but could not be true for general long term trends in 
agriculpire 
62 G. Kee tinge. Agricultural Progress in Western India, Bombay, 1921, p.43. 
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REGIOIMAL SPECIALIZATION 
Among the commercial crops cultivation of jute extended in Bengal 
and that of oilseeds in Madras. While land in Bengal, Assam and other 
areas did not suit for the cultivation of cotton crop, there was an increase 
in cultii'^ation in favourable areas of Berar, Central Provinces and the 
DeccanJ'^ These localizations were dependent on two conducive ecological 
conditions: (i) soil and (ii) climate. Jute required a hot, damp climate and 
was besi: suited for fertile soil, periodically renewed in delta areas.64 
Coi\sequently, a pragmatic trend in crop specialization based on the 
suitability of soil and climate was now resorted to in the country and 
production became market oriented rather than catering to the domestic 
needs as had been the case in the not so distant past. 
David Washbrook's study of Madras Presidency showed that 
between 1904 and onset of First World War in Bellary, cotton prices had 
risen by 40%.65 
63 B.M. Bhatia, op. cit, p.l39; see also V. D. Divekar, "Western India", in Dharrtia Kumar, 
CEHI, op. cit, p . l77. 
64 Ibid., See also B.B. Chaudhviri, Peasant History, pp. 420-21. 
65 David V/ashbrook, "The Commercialization in Colonial India: Production, Subsistence 
and Reproduction in the Dry South", c. 1870-1930, Modem Asian Studies Vol. XXVIII, 
No. 1, F(;b. 1940, p. 134. 
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Hcimetty noticed the increasing specialization in cotton cultivation 
in some districts of the certain parts of India. In the Hoshangabad, Nagpur 
and Nimar district of the Central Provinces and in the Purna Valley of 
Berar cotton cultivation expanded considerably in the 1860's, a process 
hastened by the Nagpur branch of the Great Indian Perunsula railway .66 
As a result of the expansion railways and abbreviation of distances 
between areas of production and consumption or export influenced the 
decisions of farmers for preferring high profit yielding crops.67 The impact 
of expansion of railways and freight rates had created space for 
commercialization of agriculture. Railways played pivotal role in 
connecting Indian markets to one another.^s J. M. Hurd observed that 
Indian farmers had quickly responded to the falling carriage rates of 
railways .69 Between 1903 and 1919-20, when railway freight fell steeply, 
farmers took advantage of the cheaper rates, exported more of their 
product!5, while purchasing the additional commodities they needed from 
66 Peter Hametty, "Cotton Export and Indian Agriciilture, 1860 - 1870", The Economic 
History Review, New Series, Vol. XXIV, No. 3, August, 1971, p. 416. 
67 Zahoor Ali Khan, "Railways and the Creation of National Market in Foodgrains: A 
Study of Regional Price Levels", IHR, vol. IV(2), January, 1978. 
68 John M Hurd,'Railways', p.747 
69 Ibid, p. 760. 
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other regions. Thus the movemerit towards regional specialization had 
accelerai;ed70 
B.B. Chaudhuri noticed the growth of commercial crops, particularly 
jute resulting in the aggregate reduction in rice cultivation/^ This was 
probably because of the widening of local market for rice which railways 
created. The suitable districts for jute cultivation began to concentrate on 
jute cul ivation and peasants of these districts relied on the purchasing 
food crops on the basis of cash money derived from its sale. 2^ These 
districts were responsible for 35 to 55 percent of total sown area in the 
cultivating season.73 Burlap had become the most important primary 
goods packaging material^* and more than 90% of world raw jute was 
70 Ibid, p. 760. 
"^ B. B. 'Ihaudhuri, "Growth of Commercial Agriculture and its Impact of Peasant 
EconoBiy", lESHR, Vol. VII, No. 1, p.33. 
''2 These were Decca, M5Tneiisingh,Tippera (ComiUa), Faridpur, Pubna, Bogra, Rangpur, 
Dinajpur, Rajshahi, and Jalpaiguri, c.f., Omkar Goswami and Astm Shrivastava, 
"Commercialization of Indian Agriculture, 1900-1940:What do Supply Response 
Functicins Say? ", ZESHR, Vol. XXVIII, No. 3, Jul-SEP.1991, p. 234. 
''3 Omkai' Goswami and Asim Shrivastava, "Commercialization of Indian Agriculture, 
1900-1^ 140: What do Supply Response Functions Sa/ ' , lESHR, Vol. XXVIII, No. 3, Jul-
Sep.1991, p.234. 
74 B.B. Chaudhuri, PHISPC, op. cit, p. 471. 
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grown ir the riparian plain of Bengal where ecological conditions (soils 
and climate) were extremely favourable for jute cultivation 
Table 2.11 
Net Metric Tonnage of Freight Carried by Railways within Sub-
continent 
Year 
1871 
1901 
1829-30 
1945-46 
Net Metric Tonnage 
(in million tons) 
3.6 
42.6 
116 
143.6 
(Source: J M Hurd, 'Railways', op cit, p.745) 
Table 2.6 
N e t Metric t o n n a g e of Fr ieght 
]i 
1 6 0 T=r-T-
140 
120 I 
1 0 0 
8 0 
6 0 -
4 0 ^ 
2 0 
O \ 
M 
i Net Metr ic 
Tonnage 
1871 1901 1829-30 1945-46 
Y e a r 
It becomes clear from the above presentations that there was a 
vertical rise in the tonnage carried by railways from one to the other parts 
of the Indian subcontinent. In 1871 the carriage by railways was only 3.6 
million metric tons which increased to 42.6 million metric tons (i.e., growth 
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of 1083%) and it further rose 116 metric tons by 1929-30 and finally it rose 
up to 143.6 million tons in 1945-46, which would suggest an growth (i.e., 
337%) from the beginning to the middle of the century under question. 
Railways laid firm foundation for the regional specialization for 
different crops. Two features of the agricultural economy diiring the 
period 1891-1946 are particularly striking. In the first place 'a vastly 
disproportionate share of agricultural growth during the period was made 
up by tlie expansion of more lucrative non-food crops' such as cotton, 
tobacco and groundnut. Secondly, this increase in cash crops was 
concentrated in two of three natural divisions of Bombay Presidency, 
Gujarat and Kamataka. Regarding Gujarat, it was observed that 
throughout the state custom of crop rotation was followed, cotton was 
grown every third year in the pre-railway period i.e., during 1800-1850.75 
But some farmers departed from this practice and replanted their land 
several years in succession under the stimulus of high prices.^6 This trend 
of switcting over from customary cultivation process implied replacement 
of other crops by cotton as in evident from Bl5m's Appendix dat which 
75 K. L. Tf.teja, "Agricultural Technology in Gujarat: A Study of Exotic Seeds and Saw 
Gins, 1800-50", Indian Historical Review, Vol. XVII, No. 1-2, January, 1991, p. 139. 
76 Ibid., p . 139 
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show ai\ increase by 0.87% in non-food crops per year in Bombay 
Presidercy.^ 
Irian Habib has rightly pointed out that each region could 
concentrate on crops best suited for the region and less expensive in 
cultivation in order to take full advantage of the prices of external 
markets/^ Prior to railways peasants were used to produce those crops 
also whose cultivation cost was high and they could be sold on high price 
in local markets. 
77 George Bljni, op.cit. Appendix, 4C, p. 322. 
78 Irfan Hcibib, Indian Economy, pp. 56-57. 
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EXOTIC COTTON SEEDS A N D THEIR ACCLIMATIZATION IN 
INDIA 
Th..e improvement of cotton by means of hybridization had long 
been tht; subject of numerous careful experiments on the part of the 
officers in charge of Botanical and Agricultural Stations in India, Egypt 
and other British colonies. The subject, however, was attended with 
difficulties of a very serious character which were maifily due to 
uncertainty as to the types used for hybridization79 
Before British occupation of hidia, this crop had created immense 
impact on world market. But later this crop had lost its importance due to 
the tmfg.vourable policies of British government in India. As Man Habib 
observeil, 'cotton cultivation is duly noticed in what later came to be 
known as Bombay Cotton Tract, but especially in Khandesh. It was also 
cultivate id throughout northern India, and was an important crop in 
Bengal, where it afterwards practically disappeared. The development of 
sea route and subsequent construction of railways were to give to rise to 
great concentration of cotton cultivation in certain regions, accompanied 
by a decline in others.'^o 
79 Bulletir, of Miscellaneous Information, Royal Gardens, Kew, Vol. 1912, No. 6,1912, p. 297. 
80 Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal India, pp. 43-44 
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To provide alternative source of supply to the British cotton 
industry, an extensive trials with exotic cotton had been conducted by East 
India Co mpany in different parts of the country. For example, in his letter 
dated May 31,1842, to the Court of Directors, Lord EUenborough, the then 
Governor General, stressed that the object of this policy was not merely to 
improve the Indian cotton but also to grow improved varieties so 
extensively and so cheaply as to undersell and supplant the Americans in 
the English market and thus make England independent of the foreign 
supplies in respect of the raw material needed for principle 
industry .81 
Cotton due to its commercial importance was the one of the first 
crops v\'^ hich attracted the attention of British East India Company for 
improving its industrial potential suited for Lancashire cotton industry. 
For the purpose, in the form of award they spent a lot of money on its 
improvement between 1829 and 1841.82 i^ 1839, Court of Directors sends 
12 planters from America to teach people of the country to improve 
81 Cotton in India: A Monograph, Written by B.L. Sethi and others, published by hidian 
Central Cotton Committee, Bombay, 1960, p.5. 
82 G. Wciitt, Commercial Products of India, L o n d o n , 1908, p . 574. 
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ginning and cleaning cotton. Efforts made by these planters and other 
private agencies had proved total failure.^^ 
In 
districts 
betweer. 
the Bombay Presidency experiments were carried out in various 
like cotton tracts of Deccan, Konkan, Surat, Baroach and Kaira 
1790 and 1842 but all the trials proved a failure except in Dharwar 
area where some positive results were obtained.^ In 1897-98, MoUison, the 
then Deputy Director of Agriculture came to the conclusion 'that exotic 
varieties of cotton were unsuited to conditions of Indian agriculture, that 
an indigenoxis variety foimd suitable in one district might found 
unsuitable in another.^s In 1912, as a result of tests on Upland Georgian 
and New Orleans types, it was foiind that the former was more immime to 
the effects of climate and insect pests than the later.86 
In Madras the efforts were also commenced in 1790, when Bourbon 
cotton seeds obtained from Malta and Mauritius were distributed among 
the cultivators. The next step was the employment of three American 
planters in Tennevelly district where the ryots refused either to adopt the 
American methods of cultivation or to sow the American seed unless 
83 James Meckeima, Agriculture in India, 1915, p.8. 
^ Cotton in India, op. cit., p. 6. 
85 Ibid., ]).7 
86 Ibid. 
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govemment guaranteed purchase of the produce.87 All exotic seeds proved 
unsuccessful in Madras except one American variety, originally 
acclimatized in Cambodia (Indo-China), and introduced in Madras in the 
year 1907. Its performance in irrigated areas of Madras was encouraging 
and subsequently became popular among cultivators.^s 
In Punjab, serious attempt to introduce American cotton started 
from 1902. Till 1911, success achieved was insignificant.^^ After 1912, 
American cotton in Punjab became superior to Dharwar.^o 
W. Roberts, reported regarding American cotton in Punjab that two 
varieties 
Narma' 
were handed over from the botanical section- viz. a 'Pimjab 
and a 'Dharwar American' which did not appear to be any 
improvement over the ordinary crop. In 1910, No.3F and No.4F, which 
were e^'olved by the experiments carried out by Dobb, Principal of 
Agricultural College at Lyallpur and Milne, the Economic Botanist^i, were 
handed over to the cultivators, both proved heavy yielders.92 The former 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid., p. 8. 
90 Ibid. 
» Ibid. 
92 W. Roberts, "American Cotton in Punjab", Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. X, Part 4, 
October. 1915, p. 346. 
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being early was selected for distribution for 1912 and 1913.93 The total area 
under American cotton in the Punjab in 1913 was 30,000 acres. Since then 
4F variety spread rapidly, and in 1917 out of the total area of 2, 76,000 acres 
under American cotton in the province, about 1, 80,000 acres were covered 
by the later variety.94 
In Lyllpur, the greater quantity was grown in tracts round Farm and 
Samundri Tehsil. During this season a fair amount of Anierican cotton had 
been grown in the new lower Bari Doab Colony in Montgomery. Roberts 
cited an example of a farmer who had put over 300 acres under American 
cotton.9s 
In conclusion, he said that undoubtedly the critical period of 
Americcin cotton here was over and the plant had established its roots by a 
sort of natural selection- unsuitable types had been largely eliminated by 
jassids a: id other pests, 
Jr. United Provinces repeated attempts of introducing American 
cotton could not produce any successful results.96 
93 Ibid. 
94 Cotton in India, op. cit, p. 8. 
95 Ibid., p. 347. 
96 Cotton in India, p. 8. 
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Ccintral Provinces and Berar was the other key cotton growing 
region of hidia where incessant efforts of introducing American cotton had 
been proved failure. A hybrid developed at Nagpur Farm, namely, Buri 
achieved some encouragement in the region.^^ 
In brief, labour and money invested to acclimatize American cotton 
in Lidia had produced little result. In other words this undertaking was a 
virtual failure.^^ 
Tlie Royal Commission on Indian Agriculture commented that 
before the establishment of Agricultural Departments, the attempts of 
introducing exotic verities of cotton were "spasmodic and unsystematic".^^ 
But in the first half of the twentieth century. Agricultural Departments 
played a major role in mixing or hybridizing American cotton seeds in 
India wliich yielded some success in cotton growing regions. For example, 
4F, Punjab narma, and bari doab in Punjab^oo, bani and jari in Berar^oi, vilayati 
97 Ibid., p. 9. 
98 G. Wati, DEFl, Vol. IV, op. d t , p. 24. 
99 Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, Agricole Publishing Academy, New Delhi, 
1928, ]x 21. 
100 ^_ Roberts, "American Cotton in Punjab", Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. X, Part.4, 
October, 1915, p. 346. 
iw J.A. Vcielcker, op. cit, p. 239. 
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or varadi in Khandeshi02 c.520, C.A. 9, 1027 A.L.F. in Uttar Pradesh and in 
Gujarat, lA and in Madras a Cambodian H.25 and 41. 
Qae important reason for the failure of American cotton in hidia 
would seem to be it's unsuitability for hidian spinning wheel. On the other 
hand, Indian cotton due to its short staple was not fotmd suitable for 
Lancashire cotton mills. Therefore hidian cultivators would not grow this 
variety unless assured and constant demand in foreign markets at the cost 
of local market. 
It is, thus, interesting to note that the British Government had 
attempted to improve various crops especially, cotton and wheat in order 
to fulfill their needs. 
These developments led to the destruction of self-sufficient nature 
of the village economy. Unlike indigo and opiiun as commercial crops in 
the first half of 19* century, when these crops were exploited for pursuing, 
one way colonial commercial interest, in the second half of the 19* century 
commeicialization of agriculture made in inroad through expansion of 
markets in to the agricultural production system of the villages. In other 
words, capitalism entered in India via railways into its distant villages. 
0^2 Ibid., p. 255. 
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CHMT^<R.- 3 
CHAPTER III 
MEANS OF CULTIVATION AND IRRIGATION 
I- ME v^NS OF CULTIVATION 
IMPLEMENTS 
Irdia has a peculiar geographical entity. Different regions of India 
had a different character of soil and climate. The techniques and tools 
differed from region to region depending on their geographical 
peculiarities. Before the railways penetrated into the coimtryside, they 
were self-sufficient in their production activities, and had locally made 
agricultural implements that were adapted to local conditions. As Irfan 
Habib pointed out that the Indian agricultural technology was backward if 
viewed from the standard of western implements but it was well adapted 
to local conditions for over long periods.^ Neil Charlesworth found the 
same in the Bom^bay Presidency and described that agriculturail technology 
was neither backward nor static but they were well adaptation to local 
1 Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal India, 1556-1707, Second Revised Edition, 
New Delhi 1999, pp.32-78. 
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conditions.2 This was evident from an extensive review in 1846 by a 
revenue official. Young, who surveyed the agricultural implements then 
used in Dharwar district. They included 'nagaloo' and the 'rentee'. ^  
Royal Commission on Indian agriculture also made a note that those 
agricultural implements in India were as a whole well adapted to local 
conditions. They were within the capacity of the drought oxen, 
comparatively inexpensive, light and portable, easily made and what is 
perhaps of greater importance that they were easily repaired and 
constructed with the materials that were locally procured.^ 
G. Keatinge, a British official in western India noted about 
agricultural technology that existing methods of agriculture despite being 
sometimes skilful and sometimes careless, usually uunnecessarily laborious, 
showed little change or progress. For the most part the cultivator was 
performing his operations by the same methods that his father and 
grandfcither did before him. There were some matters, however, in which a 
2 Neil Charlwsworth, Peasant and Imperial Rule, Agriculture and Agrarian Society in Bombay 
Presidency, 1850-1935, Bombay, 1985, p.72. 
3 Ibid. 
* Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, 1928, p.l07 
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definite change was noticed. As elsewhere, the plough was the most 
important agricultural implement.^ 
hi criticizing hidian agriculture for its backward and stagnant 
character Europeans described its tools and implements as primitive, 
crude and imperfect. Buchanan observed, "The country plough had not 
penetra1:ed above the three inches deep and had turned no part of the soil 
.... The plough did not have coulter and mould board to divide and to turn 
over tho soil, and the hand gave the ploughman a very little power to 
command its direction" .^  On the other hand, John Fryer, in 1970s found 
plough with coulter of 'hard wood' sufficient to turn 'the light ground' on 
the western coast.^ Another traveller, H.M. Elliot pointed out in 1842, at 
the requirement of deep tillage for sugarcane cultivation, the peasants 
provided their plough a wooden mould board (of two kinds roh and pakhi) 
in the ereas of Delhi and Western Uttar Pradesh. It seems Buchanan's 
5 G Keatiige, Agricultural Progress in Western India, London, 1921, p. 53. 
6 Cf. A. l^ahman, (ed.). History of India Science, Technology and Culture: A.D. 1000-1800, 
Delhi, 2000, p. 314. 
7 Man Habib, Technology in Medieval India, c. 650-1750, New Delhi, 2008, p. 5. 
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comment which had been made near Seringapatam^ was not true in 
general. 
Plough, the main apparatus of cultivation, has been used in India 
since antiquity. Its structure and composition changed according to needs 
and knowledge. When British first established their rule in India in 1760s, 
Indian liusbandman was already in possession of different types of plough 
serving for different soils. For example, in Bengal single yoke plough with 
a pair oi oxen was used by the ploughman. Two or three yokes of oxen 
assigned to each plough for relieving each other until the work was drawn 
to a clo£;e.9 In Gujarat, it was a light and neat instrimient. It had no coulter 
but had a sheathing of iron.io The Madras form of plough was nearly the 
same btit it was still lighter and rudely constructed." Though the plough 
used in different parts of India varied in their weight and effectiveness but 
functiori-wise they were homogenous as their penetrated soil was wedge 
shaped. 
8 Dharma Ktunar, (ed.), Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol.2, c. 1757- 1970, CUP, 
Delhi, 1982, p.l6 
9 Satpal Jiangwan, "Level of Agricultural Technology in India, 1757-1857", Asian Agri-
History, Vol. II, No.l, 2007, p. 5 
10 Ibid. 
ii Ibid. 
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A heavier iron-shod plough was occasiorially used on the stiff soil or 
the weedy or less fertile soils where deep ploughing was required, though 
they were in few numbers. ^^  Hence it can be argued that the Indian 
peasants were well aware of their soil and its requirement according to the 
climate of the region. It was due to constraint of cattle that they were not 
applying heavy plough in great numbers. The Royal Commission on 
Agriculture also noticed that the couuntry plough was effective in merely 
stirring Ihe soil rather than inverting it.i3 
Titere were two opiiuons regarding the adherence to traditional or 
primitive agricultural equipage in India. Firstly, authorities like the Indian 
Sugar Committee commented that the present implements particularly 
plough were the best that the farmer could use his bullocks he possessed 
except in Punjab, Bombay and Madras where better bullocks were 
employe:d.i4 As a result, the first prerequisite for adoption of better 
impleme^nts was the improvement of cattle. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Abridged Report of Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, 1928, p. 107. 
14 Ibid., p. 110. 
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Secondly, another view was that a farmer was reluctant to adopt the 
improved plough because of its bulk as it brought serious deficiency in 
drought power of the cattle.i^ 
Lcistly, the Royal Commission on Agriculture that the importance of 
conserving moisture was another important reason for the farmer to prefer 
it. Country plough was the best type he needed as he could not afford 
various implements due to his meagre monetary condition.i^ One striking 
feature can be noted that Fallaheen of Egypt who were successful 
cultivators adhered to an implement similar to Indian type.i^ 
B(;sides plough Indian peasants were employing some other 
noticeable agricultural implements that were clod-crusher for leveling the 
fields after tillage, spade for preparing comers left during tillage operation 
and hoe, a small iron equipment used for making fields weed-free in 
Northern doah.^^ 
15 Ibid., p. 110. 
1^  Ibid., p. 110; see also the cost of both country made plough and improved plough 
coming from the Agrictiltural Experimental Farms of various provinces in John 
August'os Voelcker, Report on the Improvement of Indian Agriculture, 1st Pub., London, 
1893, rep.. New Delhi, 1986, p. 218. 
17 Ibid., R(oyal Commission, p.llO. 
18 W.H. Moreland, The Agriculture of United Provinces, London, 1921, p.90. 
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Drill plough was a noteworthy invention in South India particularly 
in cotton growing regions. The drill of Gujarat had three teeth about 
eighteen, inches long, and ten inches as under, through the upper end of 
each tooth, near the back as inserted a hollow bamboo of an inch in 
diameter, and about three feet in length. These three bamboos set upright, 
and their upper ends were brought nearly together in the form of triangle, 
and inserted through the bottom of a wooden cup.i^ 
When during later half of the nineteenth century Indian economy 
was uidergoing cataclysmic transformation under the colonial 
dispensation, various changes were occurring in Indian agriculture as has 
been discussed in the first chapter. British government had shown 
enthusicsm in improving Indian agriculture. In the series of steps taken in 
this regcird was the appointment of J.A. Voelcker, a royal chemist, to study 
the Indian soil and climate, its suitability towards the European 
agricultural implements and to improve Indian agriculture in general. He 
said, "On one point there can be no question, viz., that the ideas generally 
entertahied in England, and often given expressions to even in India, that 
Indian agriculture is as a whole, primitive and backward, and that little 
has been done to try and remedy are altogether erroneous... At his best the 
^^  Satpal Sangwan, op.cit, pp.5-6. 
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Indian ryot; or cultivator superior of, the average British farmer; whilst at 
his worr>t it about can only be said that this stage it brought about largely 
by an al)sence of facilities for improvement which is probably unequalled 
in any other country, and that the ryot will struggle patiently and 
uncomplainingly in the face of difficulty in a way that no one else would. 
Nor ne(jd British farmers be surprised at what I say, for it must be 
rememtered that the natives of India were cultivators of wheat centuries 
before w^ e in England were. It is likely, tiierefore that the practice should be 
capable of much improvement. What does however, prevent them 
growing; larger crops is the limited facilities to which they access supply of 
water ajid manure. But to take the ordinary act of husbandry, no where 
would one find better instances of keeping land scrupulously clean from 
weeds, of ingenuity in device of water raising appliances, of knowledge of 
soils and their capabilities, as well as exact time to sow and to reap, as one 
would :n Indian agriculture, and this not at its best alone, but at its 
ordinary'' level. It is wonderful too, how much known rotation, the system 
of mixed crops and of following. Certainly is that I, at least have never 
seen a more perfect picture of careful cultivation, combined with hard 
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labour, precedence and fertility of resources, than I have seen in many of 
the halting places in my tours^o." 
On the recommendations of his report and later Royal 
Commission on Agriculture recommendations in 1928, various steps were 
taken to improve implements at various agricultural farms. Though this 
task was started in 1870s, when the Government of India, was particularly 
concerned with modernizing agriculture in heavily populated agricultural 
region Icnown as United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.21 In the 1870s, the 
government of that province was encouraged to develop agriculture using 
Eiuropeim science and technology. For this, the government created a 
provincial Department of Agriculture and Commerce. The Department 
was strongly supported by the Indian Famine Commission of 187822, 
which endorsed its activities arguing that Western Science and Technology 
would bring agricultural prosperity and as well as protection against 
famine. 
20 J.A. Voelcker, op.dt, pp. 10-11. 
21 R.J. Henry, "Technology Transfer and its constraints", in Roy Macleod, (ed.). 
Technology of the Raj: Western Technology and Technical transfer to India, Sage Publication, 
New Delhi, 1995, p.52. 
22 Report of the Indian Famine Commission 1878, Part I, cited in. R.J. Henry, op cit, p.52. 
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On the recommendations of Famine Commission of India, Provincial 
Agricultural Departments were established. Various experimental farms 
were also established under these departments to carry out the work 
related to the improvement of implements, seeds, fertilizers and 
irrigational works.23 Success was also achieved to some extent in Bombay 
Presidency. Royal Commission further noted that iron plough and iron 
sugar mills were introduced and well adopted in the Deccan.24 
Some European officials propagated that the European plough 
suited India and were being adopted by Indian farmers. In this regard the 
views o;' D. Clouston, Deputy Director of Agriculture in Central Provinces 
are worth citing. He informed that at Nagpur Experimental Farm, Swedish 
plough lad received favour and no objection could be made. It was cheap 
as the initial cost was Rs.l6. Useful for both wet and dry land, it was also 
light arid easy for draught.25 But the propagation seemed to be an 
exaggeration as only 12 ploughs of that kind were sold from the Nagpur 
Experiential Farm.26 He also mentioned Ransom's Tumwrest plough 
which found some favour presumably aniong the richer class of cultivators 
23 Famine Commission of India, 1880. 
24 Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, Appendix to Report, 1928, p. 124 
25 Agricultural Journal of India, Vol .1 , P a r t IV Q u a r t e r l y , Oct. , 1906, p p , 313-314. 
26 Ibid., p 314. 
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who had tried it.27 Though they might have been suitable for agriculture, 
still they were beyond the reach of ordinary Indian cultivators who had a 
cheapej' and more suitable alternative i.e., the native plough. The 
enterprise of Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, who had established in Satara a 
pioneering factory for manufacturing implements, greatly assisted the 
spread of iron plough and sugar mills in Deccan.^s During nineteenth 
century, much energy and money was wasted in introducing new 
implements and cultivation methods from the west along with the exotic 
cotton 1.Tials which were quite often ill-suited to the Indian conditions.29 
VoelckcT remarked during his tour that not a single new plough had such 
fame as the native plough.3° There were various reasons possible deterring 
the use of new implements. European plough in particular was not getting 
favour J'rom the farmers. The first and the foremost reason was possibly its 
cost. 
27 Ibid., 315. 
28 Ibid. 
29 V e r a / m s t e y . The Economic Development of India,, Foxir th E d i t i o n , 1952, p . 128 
30 J.A. Vcidcker, op.cit, p. 217. 
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Table 3.1 
Price Difference between Wooden and Improved Plough 
WOODEN PLOUGH 
Eastern Bengal 
General Range throughout India 
RS. 
8 annas 
2 T o 4 
IMPROVED PLOUGH 
Dupliex 
Kaisar 
Seebpur 
Watt 
Saidapet 
Hindoostan 
RS. 
5 
6 
6 
7 
8 
12 -8 annas 
(Source: J.A. Voelcker, op.cit.,p. 218.) 
Note: Some times ryots bought iron share in the bazaar for 4 annas and 
went to carpenter with a habul wood that then made the plough at 
minimum cost. 
Later, replying to a question on implements, the Royal Commission 
had suggested that the advantage of the use of the improved implements 
should have been demonstrated to the cultivators by experts and supplied 
to them at moderate prices.^i Thus it seems that Indian farmer were not in 
a position to accept improved plough's owing to its high cost. The cost 
variable was one of the chief constraints with Indian farmers for not 
adopting the improved plough 
31 Royal Commissipn on Indian Agriculture (Evidences taken in the Madras Presidency), 
1927, p. 427. 
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Second objection was regarding its weight.32 It had proved too 
heavy for hidian cattle to drag the plough, particularly in south and north 
India. Generally, the weight of native plough was about 25 lbs and some 
were even lighter for example, the Konkan plough's weight was only 20 
lbs. whereas, the weight of improved plough varied from 30 lbs to 80 lbs.33 
For exaicnple, at Salsette, the introduction of English plough was rejected 
on thes(j two (cost and weight) grounds and Indian plough was admired 
for its low cost and less weight besides being suited to the local 
requirements, the soil and crops.34 
At some places however, there were few exceptions of native plough 
being weightier than the improved ones. In Khandesh, there was a plough 
weighting 150 lbs, and could go 7 inches deep into the black soil.35 In 
Bombay ^  the Nagal plough of Gujarat weighed 60 lbs. The heavy plough 
was veiy useful in sugarcane cultivation and advantageous in conserving 
moistme in rabi crops. It was not useful in most of the kharif crops because 
where rainfall was light, deep ploughing would destroy the moisture and 
32 J.A. Voelcker, op.cit, p. 218. 
33 Ibid. 
34 A. Ralunan, op.cit, p. 319. 
35 Ibid. 
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endanger germination.^^ These variations in native plough suggested that 
the Ind'.an farmer was well aware of the quantity of his soil and could 
cultivate his land with comparatively backward technologies in 
comparison to their Western cotinterparts. Geographically, Punjab, Uttar 
Pradesh and Bengal had homogenous character in soil and ecology, and 
here the lighter plough was used. Whereas in the Central Provinces, 
Bombay and Madras the heavy ploughs were employed .3'' However, in the 
sandy soils heavy ploughs were harmful because there was a danger of 
inferior soils or limestone (kankar) coming up and covering the surface of 
cultivable land.^^ 
Tlve third problem with improved plough was the inability of local 
artisan r i its repair.^^ 
Improved ploughs were expensive, so only large landed proprietors 
could afford it. Sabanayagam Mudliar at Shiali had 287 tillage cattle, he 
reckoned that he plough 13 acres of land with the improved plough while 
^ Abridged Royal Commission, p. 111. 
37 Ibid., p.ll3. 
38 J.A. Vodcker, op.dt, p.219 
39 Ibid. 
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native could plough 4 or 5 acres^o during the same time. According to an 
estimate made by Agricultural Statistics of India (given year 1928) 25 
millionj'. ploughs were used. Of which 17000 improved ploughs were sold 
in 1925-26.41 Blyn observed that during {he late 1930s, 32 million ploughs 
were in use and only 7 to 8 thousand of improved types were being sold 
by the agricultural department agencies per year.42 And in 1945, there were 
almost ?.8 millions ploughs engaged in agricultural operation in India but 
the nuraber of iron ploughs was only 0.48 million.^s Besides ploughs, 
various otiiers agricultural implements were tried and sold from the 
experimental farms in different provinces. 
Among the other new implements being prepared and sold at 
Cawnpcire Farm were com grinders and chaff-cutters.44 Voelcker noted 
40 Ibid., p. 222. 
41 Royal Ormmission, p . l 0 7 . 
42 G e o r g e Blyn, G e o r g e B l ) ^ , Agricultural Trends in India 1891-1947, Output, Availability 
and Productivity, O U P , B o m b a y , 1966, p . 203. 
43 C.H. Sridharan, "Mechanization and Improved Farm Implements" in N. Srinivasan 
(ed.^ Agricultural Administration of India, n .d . , p .293 . 
44 Voelcke;r, op.cit, p. 225. 
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that Indian peasants readily adopted winnowing machines in comparison 
to threshing machines.^s 
The most important innovation was the introduction of iron roller 
sugar mill which was readily adopted by the Indian farmers despite its 
cost.46 It was first introduced in Bihar with the establishment of Behea 
Sugar Mill and spread to all the provinces of India rapidly and gave 
impetus to sugar cultivation. It rendered the kolhu (native mill) out of use 
in Punjab,47 and the same was experienced in Bengal.^^ While in Madras 
the spr(;ad was rapid, the people did not give up the wooden mills at the 
time oj' Voelcker's visit to the Hyderabad.49 Bombay was the other 
province where it expanded rapidly, generally in Deccan but in some 
places of Gujarat too the wooden mills held its sway.^o It was in the North 
West Piovinces, that the most rapid advancement was witnessed.^i 
45 Ibid., ]). 224. 
46 ManHabib, Indian Economy, 1858-1914,NewDelhi, p. 51. 
47 Voelcl.er, op.cit, p.227. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
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E>uring 1920s, a meeting was held to discuss the introduction of 
motor tractor at Nagpur but the result was insignificant.52 In 1943, another 
attempt had been made to import tractors into India and out of the 
estimated 151 tractors, 81 were allotted for the purpose of the eradication 
of deep rooted grasses for the year 1944. Out of this estimation only 19 
were actually received.53 In 1944, it was estimated that 490 motorised 
tractors could be imported for 1945 and first-half of the 1946 and 160 of 
them were to be used for weed eradication.^^ 
Therefore it can be suggested that the implements used by Indian 
cultivators suited the ecological needs of Indian agriculture. Royal 
Commission was of the opinion that the British implements had not been 
appreciated and welcomed by Indian cultivators in the beginning because 
of absence of change in existing conditions.^s 
52 "MotOA T r a c t o r T ra i l s a t N a g p t i r , a n o t e " . Agricultural Journal of India, Vol . XV, P a r t III, 
p.348. 
53 Famine Commission Report (Final) , p . 20. 
54 Ibid 
55 Abridged Royal Commission, p . l 4 . 
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MANURES 
"A field without manure is as useless as cow without 
her calf (meaning she will not give milk unless the calf 
is before her)". 
(A popular proverb in Karnool) 
]V[anure is one of the chief ingredients for restoring fertility of the 
soil along with water. In fact water and manure are interdependent.^^ In 
British India the chief source of maniu-e was the catde dung. And they had 
a substantial effect on yield per acre. As early as 1894, the Indian 
Department of Agriculture reported that yield per acre of rice and wheat 
was incxeased several hundred pounds by use of dung (100 to 130 
hundred weight per acres) .57 Voelcker noted that the most general manure 
alike in India and England w a^s the cattle manure, or as made in England -
the farmyard manure, s^ in other countries it had to be and could be 
supplemented with artificial manure but that was not in the case of India, 
and catde manure was the universal fertilizer and often the only one 
availabli2.59 
56 Voelcker, op.cit, p. 94. 
57 George Blyn, op.cit., p. 194. 
58 J.A. Voelcker, op.cit, p. 96. 
59 Ibid. 
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Comparing the Indian manure with English farmyard manure, it 
was foimd that hidian cattle dung maniire had less moisture but the 
substance of organic matter was much higher.^o Altogether both Indian 
dung manure and England farm manure were the same in value. The urine 
of cattle by far was one of the best components along with the dung.^i 
But there was a problem with continuous supply of dung because it 
was being used for other purposes also such as fuel for cooking, for which 
it gave a desirable slow heat.^^ It was used as mixture for plastering 
earthen house walls as well.^s It was obvious that these other use of dung 
reduced, the supply of manures. 
Experiments were conducted in use of human excrement, "night 
soil", but this material was considered defilement and even the 
untouchable workers of the very low caste refused to work in the fields. 
Only man of the sweeper class consented somehow. Thus this experiment 
could not fulfill the desired object.64 
60 Ibid. 
« Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. XV, Part III, 1920, p.668 
62 G. BIyii, op.cit, p. p.l94 
63 Ibid. 
64 Ibid. 
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In respect of nitrogen supply Moreland made an interesting 
observation that the practice of mixed cropping in United Provinces was 
very us(;ful for this purpose. It was because at least one plant of pulse type 
was used in mixture with one or two exceptions. These were arhar, urad, 
mung, moth and masur. These crops have the bacteria which produced 
nitrogeri.65 
P<;rhaps, next to it but not so significant in comparison to cattle 
manure; was the use of a manorial agent obtained from the refuse of 
various oilseeds. These oilseeds included castor, til or sesame, groundnut, 
rape and. mustard seeds, linseed and cotton seed.^ But these were also being 
used v a y inadequately. In India it was generally used to feed the cattle.67 
A substcintial am.ount was also exported to Europe.^^ 
Seme important source of manure that India had but generally was 
not in uue was the cattle bones and fish meal. Ironically, they were export 
items oj" India. George Blyn had noted that the export of these two 
fertilizers were more than the import of other chemical fertilizers to 
65 W.H. Moreland, op.cit, p. 135. 
66 Voelcker, op.cit, p. 104. 
67 Carl E. Pray, "The Impact of Agrictdtxiral Research in British India", JEH, Vol. 44, No. 
2, p. 438, 
68 Ibid. 
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India.69 Religious bias against using cattle bones for manure and the costs 
were seemingly the two reasons for preventing their popular use. 
i^jiother important practice for maintaining fertility of the land was 
the mixing of soil, a superior one with the inferior one. Voelcker noted that 
a light and red soil was being mixed with a heavier and black soil in 
Madras Presidency.^o In Bengal this had been in practice for jute 
cultivation, better soil were being mixed with inferior, for example, pond 
mud might had been mixed with sandy soil. In Bombay, there was a 
practice of throwing top soil of a land from centre to the sides and making 
embanlcment to store rainwater and when it fell was held up and soaked 
the soil thoroughly. This was done specially for rice cultivation.^! 
I h e use of chemical fertilizers in India was insignificant. It had to be 
import<;d from outside India and imports were scanty. The average import 
of fertilizers for the period between 1898-99 and 1923-24 was even less than 
2,000 tons.^z In 1924-25, there was a great increase and imports averaged 
60,000 1:ons for the following years.73 The imports of chemical fertilizers in 
69 G. Blyn, p. 195; Abridged Royal Commission Report, p.92. 
70 Ibid. j).110 
71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid., p.l94 
^ Ibid. 
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1939 w(!re about 100,000 tons/^ The same year wi th the outbreak of World 
War, import of fertilizers was seriously affected and it came down to oiily 
34,000 in 19457^ These circumstances seriously affected the government 
policy of grow-more-food-campaign. Amiya Kumar Bagchi has criticized 
the colonial goveniment for not doing enough research on artificial 
fertilizers76 Fertilizer research in India was patchy and was started in most 
provinc:es before the beginning of Department of Agriculture in 1905.^7 
Price was the main constraint preventing greater use of artificial 
fertilizers according to the Director of Agriculture, Madras , before the 
Royal CZonmiission: 
"The use of artificial manures is increasing but again it is largely a 
question of cost. Of late the price has been reduced and now sulphate 
of ammonia, for instance, is being use in very large quantities of this 
Presidency. If the price can brought low enough to ensure a profit by 
their use, there is no particular difficulty in persuading the ryots to 
use manures" 7^ 
7* Famine Commission Report (Final), 1945, p.l8 
75 Ibid. 
76 Amiya Kumar Bagchi, Private Investment in India, 1900-1939, CUP, New Delhi, 1975, 
p.lOl. 
77 Carl E. Pray, op.cit, p.438. 
78 A.K. Bagchi, op.cit, p.lOl. 
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At last, it can be asserted that the colonial government tried various 
agricultural implements in India but the response from the peasant was 
very placid. The main reason behind refusal to adopt the European 
implements and fertilizers was their cost as the Indian farmer was not so 
rich to buy them. Indian cultivators showed adherence towards their old 
and well adapted agricultural practice. Regarding manure one significant 
problem was that the sources of manures like dung and oilseeds were 
being used for alternative purposes as well. Consequently, manure was 
not sufficient for agricultural use in India. 
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11- IRRIGATION 
CANAL IRRIGATION 
In 1892, P.J. Flynn, executive Engineer in the public works 
Department of Punjab, and an eminent member of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers wrote in Irrigation Canal "it may be thought that Indian 
canals are too often referred to in following pages, but it is as well to 
rememoer that the finest example of canal construction are to be seen 
there, that in length , cross sectional, dimension, discharging capability, 
numbe:: and aggregate mileage, the Indian canals are the greatest in the 
world cind that there structure are permanent".''^ 
Irrigation through canals has been the most beneficial development 
which has aided the farmer from medieval times. All water works of 
'considerable' size which divert the water of streams or rivers and carry 
them Oil the land can be categorized under the term canal.^o Canals can be 
broadly classified into inimdation and perennial types. While the former 
are constructed to draw water when the river over flowed, the latter was 
79 Cf., Elizabeth Whitcombe "Irrigation" in Dharma Kiunar,s (ed.). The Cambridge 
Economic History of India, c. 1757 - c. 1970, Vol. 2, New Delhi, 1982, p. 677. 
80 Abridged Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, 1928 , p . 327 . 
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based on the mechanical work done to control the flow of the river water 
for irrig,ation.8i The inundation canals are one of the oldest types. But 
gradually the number of perermial type of canals overtook them. The 
importance of this type was largely accounted for the storage of a large 
volume of water by means of head works. This helped in achieving a 
controlled supply of water for a longer period. Significantly, in northern 
India the supply of water from perennial rivers more or less compensates 
for the other disadvantages of climate like the dependency on seasonal 
rainfall. But in Central India the problem was rather more acute as there 
were no such rivers to help the farmer in addition to a punishing climate. 
Indian eigriculture depended solely on monsoon for its watering during 
nineteer.th century. After that period British government encouraged 
irrigation work in India though it was not as vigorous as railways. India 
has unique topography and the monsoon rains are very unevenly 
distribuled. Some areas received abtmdant rain while some never got more 
than one or two inch per year.82 To supplement rain water proper 
irrigation pattern was needed. To understand the overall condition of 
81 Vera Aiistey, op c^it, p.l61. 
82 Vera Aiistey, op. dt , p.l5 
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irrigation in India it is necessary to look at the regional distribution and 
functioning of canal irrigation. 
Ccinal irrigation was mainly concentrated in the northern India 
plains such as Punjab and United Provinces and some extent in Madras 
Presidency. Natural resotirces for canal irrigation in Pimjab were very 
remarkable. Canal irrigation in Punjab has a long history as the western 
Jumna c wed its origin to Firoz Shah, (1351-1388), and its re-excavation and 
extension to Akbar in 1568.^ 3 xhe last decades of the nineteenth century 
witness(jd rapid extension of the canal networks based on the Sutlej and 
the Junma river systems. This can be ascribed to the British policy of 
'productiveness' rather than 'protectiveness' when one looks from the 
perspective of famines.^ The driving factor behind the laying of an 
elaborate network of canal was to utilize the fertile tracts in the region, 
protect the semi-arid areas and if possible convert the desert soil into 
fertile Lmd 
83 Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, Appendix to Report, 1927, p.323; for canal 
excavation in medieval period please see Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal 
India, 1556-1707, 2nd revised ed.. New Delhi, 1999, pp. 33-34; Abha Singh, "Irrigation in 
Haryana: The Pre Modem History of the Western Yamiina Canal, Medieval India, I, 
(ed.), Irfan Habib, 1992, pp. 49-61; Irfan Habib, Technology in Medieval India, c. 650-1750, 
Delhi, 2008, pp. 14-16. 
84 B.M.Bhatia, Famines in India, 1860-1965, Bombay, 1963, p.197-98. 
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Tliere was an increase in the area under irrigation from 2.3 million 
acres in 1887-88 to an average of 10.4 million acres from 1921-22 to 1925-
26.85 Of the total amount of Rs. 145 million spent on productive irrigation 
works between 1880-99, 37% was spent in Punjab.86 The impact of such 
large scale work was immense as the Punjab canals not only converted 
sandy ^vastes into fertile tracts, they proved directly profitable to the 
govemrtient too. The direct income in water-rate and miscellaneous 
receipts from productive works in 1925-26 amounted to Rs. 4.30 crores, 
and the! expenditure on maintenance and interest charges to Rs. 2.30 
crores, Ihus a clear profit of 8.5 per cent is shown.^^ The important canals 
include Western Jamuna Canal, Upper Bari Doab Canal, Sirhind Canal, 
The Lower Chenab Canal, The Lower Jhelum Canal, The Upper Jhelum 
Canal and The Upper Chenab Canal. The average area under irrigation in 
Pimjab during the quin-quenniimi ending in 1921-22 was 9,179 acres 
which iicreased to 12,533 acres in the period ending in 1941-42.^8 
Over the greater part of the Indo-Gangetic plain, irrigation is 
necessary for mbi and suitable for the kharif crops. The people of this region 
85 Abridged Royal Commission, p . 329 . 
86 Witcombe, op.cit, pp. 713. 
87 Royal Commission, A p p e n d i x , op.ci t , p .325 . 
88 Report of the Indian Famine Commission, 1880-85, p . l 2 9 . 
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depend€id on agriculture for their livelihood. The cofe^iffia of the canal 
system in United Provinces was formed by the Eastern Jamuna, the Upper 
Ganges, the Agra and the lower Ganges canal. The Eastern Jamuna took 
off from the river, in the north of Saharanpur district about 100 miles away 
from the source.89 Being one of the most remunerative canals in the 
country at that time, it irrigated 350, 000 acres in 1925-26.^0 The other 
important canals include the Upper Ganges Canal, the Lower Ganges 
Canal, and the Agra Canal. 
Tlie Upper Ganga Canals, the greatest in the province was 
completed in 1854. 9i In 1926-27, it irrigated l,180,400acres. In 1920, its 
permanent headworks were completed at a cost of 39 lakhs.92 The lower 
Ganges Canal opened in 1878 and which was constructed to irrigate the 
lower portion of the doab and supplement supplies to the tail portion of the 
Ganga canal. In 1926-27, it irrigated 776,300 acres.93 
However, after 1880 the non-perennial rivers were also taken into 
accoimt, The rivers of Bundelkhand like the Betwa, the Ken and the 
89 Royal Commission, Appendix, p.408. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Ibid. 
93 Ibid. 
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Dassan get seasonal rains. This period saw the construction of reservoirs 
by corislructing dams hence insuring continuous water supply throughout 
the year. Smaller works and extension of old productive works were also 
undertaken in the period. The maximum area irrigated from canals was 
calculated to be approximately four-and-a-half million acres. The benefits 
of canals according to the Royal Conunission were an increase in the 
cultivated area, avoidance of famines, and increase in land values. The 
question of drainage was an issue that was taken care of. The problems of 
seepage, faulty design, and defective preparation of fields were looked 
into to spread the benefits of canal irrigation. 
According to government statistics on canals in Uttar Pradesh the 
length of main canals was 1903 miles, distributaries 10,216 miles, drainage 
cuts 3,680 miles and of escape 344 miles. The total length of irrigation 
works including main canals, distributaries, drainage cuts etc was 16,143 
miles iri 1926-27. It rose 22,530 in 1931 and in 1941 it further mcreased to 
22,600 miles.94 
9« Ibid., p. 409. 
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Some smaller works and old works were also undertaken. The 
canals in Hamirpur and Barwar were completed between 1917 and 1923.95 
Sarda Project was the major work carried out to irrigate Sarda - Ganga 
doab. Its completion was estimated to double the irrigated area in United 
Provinces.96 
Oatside the northern plains, Madras also had a canal irrigation 
system. In 1921-22 to 1925-26, the total irrigated area was 9.3 million acre 
of which 3.8 million acres were under canal irrigation.97 The river Kistna, 
Godavei'i and Pennar were entirely different from the northern Indian 
rivers.98 They were deltaic and problem was to regulate the supply rather 
than to legulate it into new area.99 The water they carried depended on the 
seasonal waters unlike the perennial rivers of the north like the Ganga and 
Jamtma. The canal irrigation in other areas apart from the above-
mentioned was not so significant. Whitcombe pointed out that, investment 
95 Royal Commission (Evidence taken in United Provinces), 1927, p.423. 
56 Royal Commissfon,Appendix to Report, p. 409. 
97 Ibid., p. 255. 
98 Vera Aiistey, op.cit, p. 161. 
99 Ibid. 
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was concentrated on the provinces with the best agriculture prospects Hke 
Punjab, United Provinces and Madras.^°° 
R,C. Dutt criticized the British Govenunent for not investing much 
money j-or the promotion of irrigation works as was done in the case of 
expansion of railways.ioi There were two factors regarding slow progress 
of state irrigation work. Firstly, the belief strongly held in the 
contemporary official circles that the key to the solution of famine problem 
was more in the extension of railways than in the development of 
irrigation. Secondly, financial difficulties of the govenunent too proved 
detrimental. It was difficult for the government to increase the financial 
outlay for irrigational works consistentiy. But Anstey justifies the delayed 
attempt of the government by indicating that construction of irrigation 
works during nineteenth century led in certain cases to a rise in the level of 
sub soil water. This led to water logging of the soil, the increase of malaria 
and an increase in 'usaf and 'reh' covered tract^o^ xhis can be explained to 
some extent if one looks at the problem of canal seepage in Ptmjab. 
Around 40,000 acres irrigated by the Upper Bari Doab Canal near Amritsar 
100 Whitcombe, op.cit, p. 678. 
101 R.C. E)utt, India in the Victorian Age, pp. 120-25. 
102 Vera y^nstey, op.cit., p.l63. 
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saw a ri se in malarial deaths due to a considerable rise in the water-table 
and the resultant seepage. In 1908 alone the malaria deaths increased to 
12,000.1 '^3 This led to efforts of the government to control seepage. 
Researcli work through engineers of the concerned department led to the 
laying of oil powered pumps harnessed to tube well designed to depress 
the watar table to safe limits as well as to provide controlled irrigation 
from ground water. Thus, active involvement of the government 
continue id throughout our period of study. 
103 Whitcombe, op.cit, p. 728. 
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WELL!> 
Utilization of ground water through wells for irrigation has been an 
old practice. Famine Commission of 1888 suggested that in many localities 
the irrig;ation supplied by canals required to be supplemented at certain 
seasons by wells, and in some cases the crops and soils were such that 
preference for wells was more suitable as whole.io* The ordinary wells are 
of two lands' viz. percolation and spring wells. The depth of the later is 
greater as they draw water from the bed of the saturated sand enclosed in 
clay. Tliey were reliable in droughts since the water existed in large 
quantities and they remained serviceable even after drying up. Percolation 
well was relatively cheap but not durable as only the percolation level was 
tapped. The important departure in ttie practice of irrigation by the farmer 
was that he divided his land into small compartments in well irrigation 
while in canal the compartments were larger and suited large fields. Well 
irrigation was extensively used in the United Provinces, Pimjab, Madras 
and Bombay. Besides the inundation canals, the privately or jointiy owned 
wells were one of tiie major sources of irrigation before the advent of the 
British. The construction and maintenance of wells was mainly the result 
of private enterprise. Initially the sinking of wells was encouraged by 
'^^ Famine Commission Report, 1880, p. 165. 
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granting loans to the farmers but later these were discouraged in favour of 
the dev<!lopment of the canal irrigation network. The Famine Commission 
of 1888 recommended two types of assistance from the state. Firstly, there 
was to l)e a provision of granting loan under the Land Improvement Act 
for the construction of wells.^o^ The second provision was exemption of 
enhancement in land revenue on permanent in\provements affected on the 
land by land owners.^oe xhe Famine Commission of 1945 recommended 
extension of private wells on the basis of collection of information 
regarding the sub-soil water supplies, ttie appointment of staff, the grant 
of taccaoi advances and the introduction of more efficient methods of 
water-lij:ting.i07 
Tlie wells were the most important source of irrigation in United 
Provinc(;s. In 1926-27, the total area irrigated was 10.3 million acres, out of 
which v^ells were responsible for irrigating 5.4 million acres.^os Though 
there wijre many big canals in the Province only 7 percent of the total 
cropped area was irrigated by them according to the Royal Commission, 
105 Famine Commissfion Report, 1888 , P a r a 2, p . 155 . 
io6lbid,P£Lra4,p.l69. 
107 Famine Commission Final Report, 1945, P a r a 10 -11 , p . 392. 
108 Royal Commission, Appendix, op. cit, p.411. 
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1927.109 While in the south of the Jamima wells were sunk into rock to a 
great dupth it was in the Indo-Gangetic plain that the conditions were 
especially favorable for successful digging of wells. The water was found 
easily a1: depths which varied from 10 to 100 feet. 
In Punjab the government initially supported well irrigation by 
advancing loans but as the attention shifted to canal irrigation the 
development of well-irrigation lost its charm. There was a tax imposed on 
wells d(jtermined by the area they could irrigate during the year. Apart 
from thi2 estimated tax, all crops served by wells were liable to assessment 
at a fix(;d rate per acre. Both of these laws discouraged the people from 
digging new wells. Between 1890-91 and 1900-1 all the districts except 
Lahore and Jhelum saw a gradual decline in well-irrigated land.^^o 
\^^ells in Madras were not as important when compared to the 
provinces mentioned above. They accounted for irrigating 20 percent of 
the total irrigated area. Interestingly in the twentieth century the 
development of wells came under the Department of Industries and it was 
lo^  Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, Vol. VII, Evidences taken in United 
Provinces, p. 424. 
110 Akhtar Husain Siddiqi, "Nineteenth Century Agricultural Development in Punjab, 
1850-1900", lESHR, Vol. XXI, No.3, July-September, 1984, p. 306. 
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only in the interval of 1916 to 1920 that it came under the Agricultural 
Departraent. Not all of the borings were successful. From 1920 to March 
1927, 8,360 borings were reported of which about sixty percent were 
success. :ul.^ii 
/s seen above the most favourable conditions for the development 
of well irrigation were to be found throughout the plains of northern India, 
but it could be extended ever3rwhere. It was perhaps this reason which 
accounrs for the amount of Rs. 62.5 million given as advance between 
1890-9S' in Bombay, Gujarat and Deccan only. These were the areas where 
the he£iviest losses were reported to have occurred due to the recurrent 
droughts of the later years of the decade. 
Table 3.2 
Irrigated Areas as a Proportion of Cultivated Area in Major Provinces, 1885-1933 
(Percentages, 'British India' excluding Burma) 
Itovinces 
I'mrjab 
1/Iadras 
IJP 
] 'est of British India 
1885-6 
29.3 
24.1 
19.3 
6.0 
1938-39 
57.4 
23.5 
26.6 
12.5 
% increase in irrigated 
Government Canals 
95.5 
49.6 
57.0 
31.3 
area due to 
Wells 
9.3 
18.0 
37.2 
10.7 
(Source: Tirthankar Roy, The Economic History of India, 1857-1947, OUP, Delhi, 2000, p.59.) 
1" Royal commission. Appendix, op. cit, p.256. 
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Table 3.3 
Area irrigated by canals and wells in the provinces where irrigation is 
important— Averages for the Years 1908-09to 1912-13 and 1921-22 to 1925-26. 
Provinces 
Madras 
Bombay 
United Provinces 
Pinjab 
Biiiar & Orissa 
Area irrigated by 
1908-13 
38.3 
76.3 
22.6 
67.6 
30.4 
canals 
1921-26 
41.0 
79.1 
22.6 
73.6 
33.9 
Area irrigated by Wells 
1908-13 
14.9 
14.3 
56.2 
30.7 
15.8 
1921-26 
17.8 
14.1 
51.5 
25.4 
11.7 
(Soiirce: Abridged Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, p. 328) 
The British government in the late nineteenth and first half of 
twentieth century did pay some attention on the growth of irrigational 
works throughout the country. On the means of irrigation the Canals were 
preferrcid instead of improving small-scale, traditional well and tank 
irrigation. The period saw large scale lying and under review witnessed 
extension of canal works in Punjab, United Provinces and Madras. Punjab 
led others as the Indus river system was intensively linked by canals 
through construction work which was carried throughout the period 
imder study. Well irrigation was discouraged and the farmers too found it 
relatively expensive when compared to canal irrigation. United Provinces 
too wilnessed similar attention on canal works though the wells too were 
86 
an important source. Small scale irrigational works like the boring wells 
were encouraged and the small scale well irrigation technology became a 
permanent feature of the area.112 The Ganga-Jamuna river system was 
elaborately linked by canals. The rivers in Bundelkhand, though to a lesser 
degree of having non-perermial rivers like the Ken and Betwa, too were 
linked with canals and maintenance worked was regularly done on the 
reservoirs. In Madras too like Bundelkhand, the canal work was basically 
focused on harnessing the seasonal water of the rivers. More emphasis was 
on tanks and other means including wells. 
"2 R.J.H(!nry, "Technology Transfer and its Constraints", in Ray Macleod, 'Technology of 
the Raj: Western Technology and Technical Transfer to India, 1700-1947', Sage Publication, 
New E'elhi, 1995, p. 53. 
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CKn.(FPE<R- 4 
CHAPTER IV 
PRODUCTIVITY 
Productivity is one of the best possible concepts to construe the 
growth, development and direction of agriculture of a country. In our 
period Ihere were numerous fluctuations in the yields of both food and 
non-food crops. Various causes affected the acreage and average yields. 
There were regional variations with regards to the productivity of crops 
specificiiUy situated in local issues. Global issues like the instability in 
the prices of crops and the two World-Wars had a considerable impact 
in the production food and non-food crops. 
PER AC:RE P R O D U C T I V I T Y 
A remarkable characteristic of agricultural production in India is 
the definite fluctuation in total yield from year to year. While it is 
admitted that agricultural production must always have a certain degree 
of fluctiation, in the case of India this is always far too pronounced. 
Agricullxiral productivity is measure of the efficiency with which inputs 
are used in agriculture to produce an output. According to George Blyn 
agricultural productivity, especially food crops in India was declining in 
the twentieth century. 
Table 4.1 
British India Regional Aggregate Yield of the All Crop, Food 
Crops and Non Food Crops: (in per cent) 
i J l Crops Food Crops Non Food 
Eiritish India 0.1 
Cireater Bengal -0.34 
United Provinces 0.15 
Madras 0.65 
Creater Punjab 0.62 
Bombay Sind 0.28 
Central Provinces 0.08 
Crops 
-0.18 
-0.55 
-0.02 
0.35 
0.31 
-0.11 
0.05 
0.86 
0.59 
0.24 
1.25 
1.13 
0.92 
0.77 
(ijource: Computed from the Appendix 5A & 5B of George Blyn, 
Agricultural Trends in India, 1891-1947: Output, Availability and 
Productivity) 
This above data shows the aggregate yield of all crops in India for 
the period 1891-1946. We can see an increase in yield per year of all 
crops a!> a meagerly 0.1%. There is a marked change in the yield of food 
crops ajj the yield fell to -0.18 % while the non-food crops yield went up 
by the 0.86 percent per acre during the period. The decline in yield of 
food CI ops is most visible in Great Bengal where rice, the most 
important food crop of India was losing its productivity most 
stunninjyly. The output of the rice accounted for about half the total 
food grciins yield, and about four times greater than wheat.i Bengal was 
losing food crop yield by 0.55 where the fall in rice was 0.492 per cent 
1 Amiya ICumar Bagchi, Private investment in India 1900-1930, op. cit, p. 98. 
2 G. Blyn,, Agricultural trends in India, 1891-1947: Output, Availability and Productivity, 
Philadelphia, 1966, p. 153. 
per year. Bombay came next where decline was only 0.11 and the third 
province which was losing yield per year was the United Provinces 
where a merely 0.2 was recorded. In non-food grain crops every 
province was showing a rising trend in yield per acre. 
Regarding the non food crops the data shows that every province 
of the British India had encouraging yield per year. In this list Madras 
was leading with 1.25 % increase per year followed by Punjab 1.13%, 
Bombay and Sind by 0.92% and Central Provinces by 0.77% per year. 
In the category of food grains rice acquired the most important 
position. Its share in output was half of the aggregate of all food crops. 
Its fall in Bengal was -0.49% per year and in the remaining parts of 
British India the combined average decline was -0.18% per year.^ Only 
in Madras there was some noticeable upward trend, but this was being 
reduced by considerable retardation.* 
Table 4.2 
Area and Yield of Rice in Bengal: (the figure of outturn represents 
cleaned rice) 
Year 
1891-92 
1892-93 
1893-94 
1894-95 
1895-96 
1896-97 
1897-98 
Acreage % 
-4.91 
1.50 
1.99 
3.08 
-3.39 
9.04 
Yield % 
17.26 
12.06 
11.39 
-23.83 
-43.42 
121.64 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., p. 157. 
1898-99 
1899-00 
1900-01 
1901-02 
1902-03 
1903-04 
1904-05 
1905-06 
190&-07 
1907-08 
1908-09 
1909-10 
1910-11 
0.40 
-0.29 
-8.58 
-2.79 
7.01 
-6.98 
9.80 
-34.43 
-2.52 
-0.26 
-8.19 
16.41 
-1.24 
1.93 
-11.80 
-12.98 
-12.62 
31.88 
-11.79 
9.65 
-34.35 
-14.22 
-28.24 
17.47 
77.82 
-0.83 
Graph 4.1 
Area and Yield of Rice in Bengal 
150 
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r5 
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o 
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-Yield % 
- Acreage % 
(Source: Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, 
29* Issue, 1928) 
If we delve deeper into these fluctuations, we find that they are 
very Iar;5ely due to the vagaries of the monsoons and consequent crop 
failures, either wholly or in part, over large areas of the country. For 
example, in 1896-97, there was an extremely unfavourable season in 
Bengals During the favorable monsoon the production was normal. 
5 "Area and yield of certain crops in India, 1891-92 to 1911-12, Some Question of 
Interpretation, lESHR, Vol. X, No. 4,1973, p.8. 
Rice was losing ground in every province except in Madras where some 
upward trend was noticed.^ 
i\iniya Kumar Bagchi argued that taking all food crops into 
account it was noticed that there was a declining trend in yield per acre 
particularly after 19117 This declining trend was accounted for by the 
declining trends in yield per acre of rice, although wheat had a 
moderate yield per acre, particularly up to 1911, its increase was 
particularly marked by the decline in rice yield.^ Rice output accounted 
for about half the total food crops output, and about four times greater 
than wheat. 
If we compare the yield of the different crops with other countries 
we find that crops yields in India were far behind others during the 
same period. 
Table 4.3 
Yield of rice (lbs per acre) the figure for 1938-39 
Country 
USA 
Italy 
Egypt 
Japan 
India 
Yield 
1,469 
2,903 
2,153 
2,276 
728 
6 G. Blyri,op.cit.,p.l57. 
7 Amiya Kumar Bagchi, Private investment in India 1900-1930, op. cit., p. 98. 
8 Ibid. 
Table 4.4 
^ ield of Wheat (lbs per acre) the figure for 1938-39 
Yield 
Europe 
USA 
Canada 
Argentina 
Australia 
India 
Wheat 
1,146 
846 
972 
780 
714 
634 
Table 4.5 
Yield of Cotton (lbs per acre) the figure for 1938-39 
Country 
Egypt 
USA 
India 
Yield 
529 
264 
89 
Table 4.6 
Yield of sugarcane (tons per acre), figure for 1939-40 
Countries 
Java 
USA 
India 
Yield/acre 
54.91 
20.06 
12.66 
(Source: Nabagopal Das, I.C.S, Agriculture in India, pp. 28-29) 
Ihe above comparison shows that Indian productivity level was 
still far behind, only wheat showed some sign of rise and compared 
favourably with Australia, one of the leading wheat growing nations of 
the woi'ld. The most plausible explanation could be the increase in the 
area under wheat cultivation coming under the land under canal 
irrigation in Punjab and Western Uruted Provinces.^ Second possible 
explanation could be, application of improved seed of wheat. In 1938-
39, 30 percent area of the total wheat cultivation was under improved 
seeds m comparison to 5 percent in the year 1922-23.io 
Taking the regional variations into account we can see tiiat the 
yield per acre of all crops taken together showed a declining trend in 
greater Bengal (i.e., Bengal, Bihar and Orissa) throughout the period 
1911-1946.11 Even in greater Bengal there was a rising trend in yield per 
acre of non-food crops; but this later trend was dominated by the rapid 
increases in tea yield and by slightly increasing yields of oilseeds and 
sugarcane.12 Among the other regions. Central Provinces also showed a 
decline in the yield per acre of all crops taken together; there was a 
slightly rising trend in the yield of crops other than food crops.i^ 
Greater Punjab and Madras showed rising trends in yield of all crops 
and of r.on-food crops of almost stationary trend in yields of food crops, 
after some initial increase in yield per acre. In the case of Bombay, Sind 
and United Provinces, the trend in yields of all crops was stationary 
9 Royal Commission, pp. 325-66. 
10 Blyn, op. cit., p.l61 
" Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
from 1911 onwards, a slowly declining trend in yield of food crops, 
being offset by a rising trend in non-food crops, i^  
Table 4.7 
British India: Trend Rates of Changes in Yield per Acre of Individual Crops 
and Crop Aggregate for the given Decades Food crops 
Year 
1891-1901 
1896-1906 
1901-1911 
1906-1916 
1911-1921 
1916-1926 
1921-1931 
1926-1936 
1931-1941 
1936-1946 
Averaj;e 
Rice 
0.52 
0.07 
0.21 
0.74 
-0.97 
-0.7 
0.04 
0.35 
1.51 
0.48 
0.24 
Wheat 
.53 
.34 
.35 
.76 
0.02 
1.22 
0.76 
.17 
.87 
0.2 
.38 
Jowar 
0.8 
0.16 
0.41 
1.17 
-0.92 
0.93 
0.18 
-0.8 
-0.97 
-0.95 
0.00 
Gram 
1.55 
0.16 
0.4 
-0.05 
0.33 
-1.51 
-2.56 
-1.11 
0.34 
-0.18 
-0.26 
Bajra 
0.78 
-0.26 
0.22 
0.64 
0.08 
0.11 
-0.62 
-0.41 
-0.2 
0.28 
0.06 
Barley 
1.88 
-0.25 
0.6 
0.62 
1.4 
-1.03 
-2.03 
0.35 
-1.55 
-2.21 
-0.22 
Maize 
0.46 
0.63 
0.91 
1.52 
-0.82 
-1.01 
0.76 
-0.48 
-0.15 
0.28 
0.2i 
Ragi 
1.25 
0.4 
-0.26 
-0.23 
0.77 
-0.4 
0.37 
-0.08 
-0.06 
-0.61 
0.12 
These two data computed for the period 1891 to 1946 present a 
comparison of yield between the food and non food crops. Food grain 
yield recorded a declining tendency especially rice, gram and barley 
while jowar and bajra showed almost no change in their yield 
throughout the period of our study. Wheat showed some increasing 
trend in per year yield due to the new inputs invested in it. More area of 
wheat was coming under the irrigation facilities in Punjab and Western 
14 Ibid,, p . 99. 
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part of the United Provinces.is During the period improved seeds of 
wheat became more important and in 1938-39, 30 % of the total area 
under wheat cultivation was under improved seeds in comparison to 5 
%intheyearl922-23> 
In tiie non food crops tea was leading the yield table. The increase 
in the yield of cotton per year was 0.95 % while the yield of sugarcane 
increased by 0.73%. Altogether, yield of food crops per year recorded a 
shght increase of just 0.01% while the yield per acre of non-food crops 
augmented very noticeably 0.45% during the first half of the twentieth 
centur}. 
Ihere is another significant data provided by William Burns to 
judge the trends of yield in India during the later half of the colonial 
period. 
5^ Royal Commission, pp. 325-66. 
16 Blyn, op. cit., p.l61 
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Table 4.9 
Production of Rice, Wheat, Sugarcane, Cotton, Jute and Groundnut in 
British India for the Period 1911-1942-43, (in million tons) 
Year 
1911-12 
1912-13 
1913-14 
1914-15 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 
1937-38 
1938-39 
1939-40 
194^41 
1941-42 
1942-43 
Rice 
Million Tons 
28.2 
25.7 
24.8 
23.3 
28.4 
30.4 
30.9 
20.3 
28 
23.3 
27.8 
28.5 
23.6 
25.3 
25.2 
241 
227 
26.5 
25.8 
26.5 
27.8 
25.4 
24.9 
24.8 
2 2 3 
26.8 
25.8 
229 
24.6 
21 
24.3 
23 
Wheat 
Million Tons 
8.5 
8.2 
7.1 
8.7 
7.4 
8.4 
' 8.5 
6.5 
8.6 
5.7 
8.4 
8.2 
8 
72. 
7 2 
7.4 
6.4 
7.3 
9 
7.7 
7.3 
7.6 
7.5 
7.8 
7.6 
7.9 
8.7 
8 
8.9 
8.1 
3 2 
9 
Cotton 
Million Tons 
2.4 
2 5 
2 3 
2 3 
2 5 
2 7 
3.3 
2 4 
2 9 
2 4 
2 5 
2.9 
3 2 
2 5 
2 9 
3 2 
3.1 
2 6 
2 3 
3.1 
3.8 
4.5 
4.7 
4.9 
5.6 
6.1 
5.1 
3 2 
4.3 
5.4 
4 
5.4 
Sugarcane 
Million Tons 
418 
530 
602 
606 
451 
503 
443 
467 
708 
432 
493 
530 
584 
668 
666 
530 
614 
672 
643 
586 
444 
500 
586 
551 
674 
733 
663 
582 
604 
710 
746 
544 
Jute 
Million Tons 
1.5 
2 
1.7 
1.8 
1.3 
1.5 
1.6 
1.2 
1.5 
1 
0.7 
0.8 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
2 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
2 
1 
1.1 
1.4 
1.4 
1.1 
1.6 
1.5 
1.2 
1.7 
1.8 
1 
1.6 
Groundnut 
Million Tons 
0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 
1 
0.9 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 
0.9 
1.1 
0.9 
1.2 
1.5 
1.5 
2 1 
2.4 
1.9 
2 3 
1.8 
2.4 
2 5 
1.4 
1.7 
2 2 
2 7 
2 4 
2 4 
2 7 
1.8 
1.8 
(Source: William Bums, Technological Possibilities of Agricultural Development in India, 
1944, Appendix, pp. i, vi, ix, x) 
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Graph 4.3 
Fluctuation in Wheat Production 
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Graph 4.6 
Fluctuations in Groundnut Productivity 
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ITiese data and graphs show ahnost similar results in presenting 
the trend of yield in agricultural productivity in India. Rice was 
representing a negative yield rate per year as in 1911-12 its production 
was 28.2 million tons which fell in 1942-43 to 23 million tons. Rice 
recorded its highest productivity 30.9 million tons during the First 
World War period in 1917-18. Afterwards, its productivity was 
gradually waning, though it had some fluctuations. After the rice the 
second most important crop was wheat. By and large, it had maintained 
a unifoim pattern its yield trends with some fluctuations. In 1911-12, 
wheat production was 8.5 million tons and during the period of great 
depression it recorded minimum yield of its own record. After 1930, the 
price of wheat registered more rapid rise in comparison to other grains' 
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prices although it fell shortly after an increase.^^ Thereafter, its prices 
augmented. Consequently, the yield of wheat had started rising. In 
1942-43 the production of this crop touched 9 million toiis. 
(lotton is the most important non-food crops. The yield rate of the 
cotton was increasing continuously. In 1911-12, the total production of 
cotton was the 2.4 million tons and in 1942-43 it rose up to 5.4 million 
tons. The highest production 6.1 million tons of cotton was recorded in 
1936-37. 
Table 4.10 
Aggregate Quin-quennium Yield per Acre for 1891-92 to 1946-47 
Tfeai 
1891-92 to 1896-97 
1896-97 to 1901-02 
1901-02 to 1906-07 
1906-07 tol911-12 
1911-12 tol916-17 
1916-17 to 1921-2 
1921-22 to 1926-27 
1926-27 to 1931-32 
1931^2 to 1936-37 
1936-37 tol941-42 
1941-42 to 194^47 
P .verage Yield/Acre 
Food crop 
47.06 
48.66 
48.5 
48.82 
49.85 
48.88 
48.29 
46.76 
47.16 
44.88 
'43.1 
47.45 
Non food crop 
62.54 
72.12 
70.92 
64.68 
75.14 
75.26 
76.37 
82.7 
92.15 
91.07 
96.28 
78.11 
All Crops 
49.64 
52.52 
52.42 
52.55 
54.64 
53.79 
53.61 
53.66 
54.96 
54.22 
52.68 
53.15 
(Scuxce: Computed from George Blyn, Appendix 4C) 
17 H.N. IVIitra (ed.), Indian Annual Register, 1937, Vol. H, p. 426. 
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Ihe above representations (in the form of data accompanying 
graph) will further enhance the understanding of the trend in yield per 
acre in India between 1891 and 1947. Irfan Habib by citing Report of 
Royal Commission on Agriculture has argued that it has been the matter of 
some controversy whether the average yield of the land was higher in 
the earlier times than around 1910-11.It has been recognized that with 
the traditional manuring practices, continuing unaltered, two causes 
might have contributed to a fall in the average produce. First, the 
extension of cultivation over inferior lands, which was previously 
uneconomical to sow; and , secondly, the continued use of clearings of 
the forest, where after a period of great fertility followed lay soil 
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exhaustion and subsequently productivity of the same land comes 
down to the level of ordinary land.i^ 
There were various reasons for declining trend in yield. One of 
the prominent reasons possibly was the fertility deterioration in the 
agricultural land as Royal Commission, reported during its study of 
Indian soil. An agricultural advisor to the Government of India that 
n\ost of the area under cultivation in India suggested had been under 
cultivation for hundreds of years and had reached its state of maximum 
impoverishment many years ago. The same witness however held the 
view tliat, in certain areas there was taking place a continuous 
reduction in the available phosphates. The Commission was suspicious 
of this (Explanation and argued that there was no sufficient supporting 
evidence to prove this line of arguement.^^ In this cormection. Royal 
Commission noted that throughout the greater part of India there was a 
deficier cy of combined nitrogen, one very important ingredient for 
maintaining fertility of tiie soil.^ o 
This view was further attested by the 'Agricultural Chemists' of 
the Dei^artments of Agriculture in different provinces. Agricultural 
Chemists were appointed in India for the study of soils, and they were 
18 Man Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal India, 1556-1707, 2nd Revised Edition, 
New Delhi, 1999, p.22; Royal Commission on Indian Agriculture, 1928, p. 75. 
19 Abridged Royal Commission, 1928, p. 76. 
20 Ibid. 
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organized under this very department in 1905.21 After investigation, 
they reached at the conclusion that nitrogen deficiency was found 
common to all British India Provinces.22 
for retaining land fertility manures were required which were 
inadequately available in India. R. C. Dutt had noted that the fertility of 
agricultural land was deteriorating in the absence of proper manuring 
and consequently the yield of the different crops declined.23 
Table 4.11 
Average yield in per Acre (Bengal) 
Quinquennium 
Ending 
1906-07 
1911-12 
1916-17 
1921-22 
1926-27 
Decrease in 20 Years 
Wheat 
801 
861 
698 
688 
721 
80 
Rice 
1234 
983 
1036 
1029 
1022 
212 
Gram 
881 
881 
867 
826 
811 
70 
Rape and 
Mustard 
492 
492 
460 
485 
483 
09 
Ihe chief crop of the region was the worst sufferer of 
deterio: rating fertility of the land as the table shows a decline in rice by 
212 lbs per acre and wheat by 80 lbs. These two were the important food 
crops tiiat were at the loosing end in terms of yield ia comparison to 
rape and mustard. 
21 Ro}/al Commission, p. 77. 
22 Ibid. 
23 R. C. C-utt, op. cit., p. 211. 
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Problem of manure in India has already been discussed in the 
second chapter. As discussed earlier, in the twentieth century, the chief 
source of manure, cattle dung was being used for other purposes. The 
other sources of maniire like cattle bone and fish were not utilized due 
to the either religious bias or because of their high cost due to their 
being exported from India.^ ^* 
I\n experiment for 12 years was conducted to know the value of 
manurt! at Dharwar. The result of this experiment showed that a 
dressing of farmyard manure, to the extent of 5 tons per acre applied 
every alternate year to joivar and two years rotation to cotton in order to 
increase the yield oijowar by 25% and the later by 10%.25 Keatinge also 
suggesl:ed that the casual cultivation by poor people as another reason 
for low productivity of the soil in Western India.26 Dantwala and Shah, 
having accepted the repeated decline in yield calculated by Blyn, give a 
number of reasons like (i) decline in availability due to its use as fuel 
when v/^ ood becomes expensive due to deforestation, (ii) movements on 
to less productive lands, and (iii) shift to better land to grow cash crops 
to explain the phenomena.27 
24 Voelcker, Report, p. 113. 
25 G. Keatinge, p. 98. 
26 Ibid., op. cit, p. 60. 
27 AUen W. Heston, "Official Yields per Acre in India 1886-1947, Some Questions of 
Interpretation", lESHR, Vol. X, no. 4,1973, p. 328. 
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George Blyn pointed out a shift in the choice of land, with cash 
crops Dioviag towards better land and subsistence crops to the poorer 
soil.28 "Chis was happening because of expanding demand and cash 
shrinktig needed by Indian peasants and both these factors contributed 
to growing commercialization of agriculture. 
i^iggregate food crops yield per acre fell at an average rate of 
0.18% between 1891 and 1946, per year.29 One possible reason for this 
decline seems to be repeated cropping on the same land as Royal 
Commission of Enquiry suggested in general.^o A second reason might 
have been the shift in cropping (substitution by sugar cane or jute) for 
rice on good lands, and rice movement to the inferior land. Jute and rice 
were also associated in rotation system of cropping in some regions of 
Bengal. This might have another reason in rice yield decline as was 
known that jute was more soil exhausting crop.^i 
iAmong the food crops wheat was next along rice and its 
product ivity during twentieth century was more or less the same 
througtiout our period. It had acquired the commercial status in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century as B.B. Chaudhuri termed it as 
28 G. Glyri, p. 153. 
29 Ibid. 
3" Royal Commission, p. 97. 
31 Blyn, op. cit, p. 158. 
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commercial crop by 1870s:^2 xhis was because of its commercial 
importance as a market crop. In comparison to rice, lands under wheat 
were coming xuider the impact of expanding canal irrigation system in 
India ]?articularly in Punjab and United Provinces. In these areas 
variouji irrigation projects were running at the time or were 
completed.^^ During the period improved seed of wheat became more 
imporfcuit and in 1938-39,30 % of the total area under wheat cultivation 
received seeds in comparison to 5 % in the year 1922-23.^ While the 
area mider improved seed of rice rose to 6% till 1938-39 from 1% in 
1922-22.35 
With the expansion of railways and its growing influence on 
market over the agricultural product, aU basic inputs of agriculture 
were employed under non-food crops by the peasant. 
^'^arious experiments were undertaken to improve the variety of 
seeds :;o get maximum yield of sugarcane and cotton. Improved 
sugarccine seeds were giving three times more yield per acre than older 
varieties, spread from less than 15% of sugarcane acreage to nearly 70% 
by 1933-39. land with sugarcane cultivation was covered by canal 
32 B. B. C h a u d h u r i , Peasant History of Late Pre Colonial and Colonial India, V o l . VIII , 
Part, 2, p.343. 
33 Royal Commission, p p . 325-66. 
34 Blyn, op. cit, p.l61 
35 Ibid, p. 159. 
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irrigation and it increased considerably between the years 1919-20 to 
1923-24 and 1934-35 to 1938-39, but most importantly the irrigated area 
under sugarcane reduced from 68% to 61%, somewhat counteracting 
the improvement due to better seed.36 
Improved seed cotton cultivation expanded 13 to 44% of the total 
acreagt! under cotton from 1922-23 to 1938-39.37 xhe proportion of the 
land under irrigation increased from 17% to 29% between the period 
1919-2(1 to 1923-24 and 1934-35 to 1936-37.38 These inputs gave 
additional support in the increase of yield per acre. Among the non 
food crops, as the above stated data shows cotton was the only crop 
which never come down to the negative trend of yield in the whole of 
first half of the twentieth century.39 Rotation of crop is a well known 
means of deterring soil exhaustion with some exception as in the case of 
rice and jute combination. Interestingly, the use of improved seeds was 
likely to drain minerals out of the soil more rapidly^o and to maintain 
the ferlility of the soil the need of fertilizers became an urgent case.^i 
36 Blyn., op. cit , p.l63 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid., p. 164 
40 Blyn, op cit., p.l89. 
41 Royal Commission, 1928, p. 76. 
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PRODUCTIVITY IN IRRIGATED AND NON-IRRIGATED LAND 
Water supply is one of the basic requirements for most of the 
crops in India. Indian agriculture was entirely dependent upon 
monsoon rains. Irrigation was also one of the most important 
compo:ients in increasing the yield per acre of the various crops 
especially when rains failed. Rice, wheat, sugarcane and some other 
crops are entirely dependent on water supply for their production. 
Irrigation tended to be a supplement of rainfall as most of the annual 
fluctuations in agriculture in India probably could be due to the 
fluctua dons in rainfalls.42 
Ibr irrigated areas rainfall and yield per acre are not always in a 
positivii relationship.*^ Too much rain could lower the yield per acre 
heavy rain and the outflow of rivers repeatedly destroyed and standing 
crops, irhe rainfall ratio is very high in comparisons to other part of the 
coxuitr}'. Untimely and heavy downpour also harms the maturing 
crops. In fact, it often destroys them. 
IiTigation could have a great effect on yield per acre 50% increase 
was noted on the Indo-Gangetic plain or even 100% in South India, 
where rainfall is more variable,** Although, there was substantial 
42 Blyn., op. cit., p.l83. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid., p.l84 
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increase in irrigation facilities during the period/^ its effect on average 
yield per acre would largely depend on the change in the proportion of 
the cultivated area under irrigation. 
From 1908-09 to 1945-46, irrigated land in British India increased 
by 14^>, net area sown increased by 11%, there was, therefore, not a 
great improvement in water supply in relation to area sown.^^ Blyn 
observ(id that the extent of land under in irrigation was too small to 
have rauch effect on average yield per acre. The most important 
province in terms of having irrigation facilities was the Punjab during 
colonial period and the most benefited crop was wheat.^^ 
Table 4.12 
Standard Yield of irrigated and Areas (lbs. per acre) 
Provinces 
Punjab 
United Provinces 
Sind 
Bombay 
Source: William Bum 
Irrigated 
967 
1,200 
937 
1,250 
s) 
Un-irrigated 
572 
800 
734 
510 
45 Royal Commission, p p . 325-66. 
46 Bl)Ti, op.cit.,p.l84. 
^'^ William Bums, op. cit, p. 57. 
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Table 4.13 
Irrigated and Un-irrigated yields of Sugarcane, 1938-46. (mds./acre) 
Year 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
Irrigated 
Sugarcane 
222 
195 
228 
246 
260 
290 
303 
362 
381 
Un-irrigated 
Sugarcane 
140 
95 
100 
163 
168 
157 
176 
260 
232 
(Source: Carl E Pray, " Accxiracy of Official Agricultural Statistics and 
the Sources of Growth in the Punjab, 1907-1947", lESHR, Vol. XXI, 
No. 5, July-September, 1984) 
These two tables enumerate the importance of water supply for 
the crcips particularly for wheat and sugarcane. The variations in yield 
per acre are some time very high, more than double as in the case of 
sugarcane in Punjab for the year 1939. In 1939, the same land received 
irrigation facilities and produced 195 maunds per acre whilst the same 
land w ithout water supply could produce only 95 maunds. 
Table 4.14 
Yield of Irrigated and Non Irrigated Land in Punjab, 11896-97 (Kg/ 
hectare) 
Crop 
Rice 
Wheat 
Barley 
Jawar 
Bajra 
Maize 
Gram 
Sugarcane 
Cotton 
Irrigated 
1,308 
1,028 
667 
661 
661 
1,359 
846 
1,851 
112 
Non-
Irrigated 
298 
645 
630 
419 
409 
749 
585 
1,078 
64 
(Source: Irfan Habib, Indian Economy, 1858-1914,2006.) 
I l l 
'Che above data taken from the Atkinson's Statistical Study shows 
the clear difference in yield per hectare. The change in rice, wheat and 
sugarcane was outstanding. These data demonstrate the value of 
irrigation and the relationship between water and the yield of a crop. In 
Punjab, the canal often ran in the areas where cultivation was 
previously sparse owing to lack of water, and thus the area brought 
under canal irrigation, was in a large part, a net addition to the 
cultiva red area. 
linally, we can say that Blyn's assertion that the productivity of 
food crops declined in the twentieth century was true to a large extent. 
During the period of 1891-1947, the worst affected food-crops were rice, 
gram aiid barley. Rice was the worst hit. It was only in the case of wheat 
that productivity rose considerably and this could be explained by the 
growth in the total irrigated area in the wheat producing area of Punjab. 
Moreo\ er, the use of improved seed too contributed to the growth in 
yield, i^mong the non-food crops, tea was the leader followed by cotton 
and sugar cane. Overall, the yield of food crops recorded a measly 
increase; while the non-food crops improved during the first half of the 
twentielJi century. Commercial value of crops like tea, cotton, sugarcane 
and jute led to a remarkable increase in their average acreage and yield. 
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So far the regional variations were, concerned the yield per acre 
of all crops showed a declining trend in greater Bengal and Central 
Provinces. There was a clear trend of rising yield per acre of non-food 
crops in the provinces. While Punjab and Madras witnessed rising 
yields in almost all crops, provinces like Bombay, Sind and United 
Provinces showed almost stationary trends. 
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C H A P T E R V 
F O O D C O N S U M P T I O N S A N D FAMINES 
FOODGRAIN AVAILABILITY AND FAMINES 
Availability of crops for the consumptions depends largely on 
output but also on foreign demand and several other possible influences.^ 
Crop tiends reveal the nature of the changes in production and provide 
the basi s for estimating changes in consumption. 
Commercialization had a short term and long term effect on food 
available for consumption within India. Export of Food crops increased 
from India. In the long run commercialization could encourage or force the 
producdon of cash crops, thus reduced the availability of food stock at 
home, end makes famines more frequent and more severe.^ 
Famine could also increase in their severity if it is argued that 
average consumption was already so low that at the slight fall in this level 
could lead to a demographic catastrophe. 
1 GeoTgii Blyn, Agricultural Trends in India, 1891-1947: Output, Availability and 
Productivity, Philadelphia, 1966, p.20. 
2 Tixthanlcar Roy, Economic History of India, 1857 -1947, Delhi, 2000, p. 87. 
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The export of Food crops was at ascending scale. In 1875, India was 
exporting 1.22 million tons of Food crops and in 1895 about 2.49 million 
toi\s. Food crops mainly included rice and wheat.3 But M. B. MacAlpin 
argued that nationalist economic historians are only focusing on the 
consequences of colonial government's economic policies and ignoring the 
other circumstances such as monsoon failures and other like failures of 
crops due to the rust.^ 
MacAlpin argued that there was a need to take greater awareness of 
the rek tionship between weather and crop failures not as year to year 
pattern of causes and effect, but rather as an environment of predictable 
variation, it is then possible to view a major portion of food crisis not as 
inaccessible manifestations of the vehemence of whatever goods may be 
but as part of a pattern of yield variability .5 
Food shortage made its appearance in 1880s. The proportion 
of land devoted to the cultivation of Food crops has been declining since 
3 Irfan Habib, Indian Economy, 1858-1914, New Delhi, 2006, p. 84. 
4 M. B. MacAlpin, Subject to Famine: Food Crisis and economic Change in Western India, 
1860-192 0, Princeton, 1983, p. ? 
5 Ibid., p. 19. 
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then.6 In this respect railways played vital role. Railway brought 
agricultural produce to the markets. It also promoted the cultivation of 
non-lood crops; consequently, it promoted the shift in cultivation from 
Food crops to non-Food crops. The area under non-foodgrain crops 
increased from 13.42% to 15% of the total cropped area (excluding land 
under tea and coffee), between 1875 and 1895.^ There was continuous 
decline in the area under Food crops cultivation. For example, the 
Agricultural Statistics of India showed a declining trend in acreage under 
Food crops. In 1919-20, the cultivated area under Food crops crop was 
78.3 psr cent and the non-food area was 21.7 percent. By 1935-36, the area 
under Food crops fell to 74.6 percent and the area under non-food crop 
rose to 25.4 percent.^ Peter Hametty also calculated the area in Central 
Provinces occupied by the food crops and non food crops which showed 
gradual decline in foodgrain crops between 1871 and 1921. 
A? R. C. Dutt observed that the British manufacturer thought that 
railways would more quickly open up the interior of India to their 
commodities than canals. The administration of both, the East India 
6 B.M.Bhatia, "Food Shortage and Agricultural Production in India" (ed.), by M. K. 
Chaudhiiri, Trends of Sodo-Economic Change in India, Simla, 1969, p. 561. 
7 Man Habib, op. cit, p. 84. 
8 Agricultural Statistics of India, 1919-20 and 1935-36, Calcutta, 1938, p. iv. 
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Compiiny and of the Crown was subjected to a continuous parliamentary 
pressure to extend and multiply railway lines in India even at a loss to the 
revenues of the country.^ Regarding the impact of railways Peter Hametty 
pointed out that with the expansion of railways through Narbudda valley in 
10 1870, tliere was a remarkable change. 
Table 5.1 
All Food crops as Average Percentage of Total Cultivated Area, Central 
Provinces, 1871-1921 
Quinquennial Years 
1871-76 
1876-81 
1881-86 
1886-91 
1891-96 
1896-01 
1901-06 
1906-11 
1911-16 
1916-21 
Average Area 
86.4 
85.0 
84.1 
83.6 
80.0 
81.9 
79.4 
70.0 
77.4 
80.1 
(Source: Peter Hametty, MAS, Vol. XI, No. 3,1977, p.346) 
Fiunines Commission of 1901 noticed there were two schools of 
thought regarding the role of railways. On the one side, it was thought that 
railwayii would stimulate the production by assisting the distribution of 
wealth. The other opinion was that railways would facilitate the export of 
9 R. C. Dutt, The Economic History of India, Victorian Age 1837-1900, Vol. II, rep., Delhi, 
1960, p. 126 
10 Peter Hiurnetty, "Crop Trends in the Central Provinces of India, 1861-1921", MAS, Vol. 
XI, No. 3,1977, p.346. 
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food which they considered a cause of poverty and a solvent of those 
habits of storing grain which formerly provided a safeguard against the 
disastrous famines.^^ It is argued further that the later opinion holders had 
forgotten the lessons of famines of 1837,1866, when millions perished with 
hunger owing to want of railways.^^ 
According to the Famine Commission report (1880), the total area 
under cultivation in British India, excluding Biu-ma, was 187.75 million 
acres oi' which 166.25 million acres were under food crops and the rest i.e. 
21.50 million acres were under commercial crops.i^ 
I h e total annual output of foodgrain was estimated to be 51.5 
million tons and total consumption on the basis of an estimated population 
of 181.35 million tons and making allowance for seeds, wastage and cattle 
feeds, at 47.17 million tons. There thus remained an annual surplus of 4.3 
million tons. In addition there was an estimated available surplus of 8 lakh 
tons of rice from Burma. The Commission concluded that India had an 
annual surplus of 5.1 million tons in Food crops and that the country had 
1^ Report of the Famine Commission, New Delhi, first print in 1979, rep., 1989, para 222, 
p.76. 
12 Ibid., p.l26, Cf. B. M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage", pp. 561-62. 
13 Report of the Famine Commission, 1880, Para, 156. 
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the capacity to feed itself without resorting to imports even in a drought 
year.^4 
line estimates were highly speculative in nature and were attacked 
by the two members of the commission itself. In a separate Minute of 
Dissent, James Caid and H. E. Sullivan, stated, "we are unable to place 
confidence on the table which shows an annual surplus yield of million 
tons to be laid by, a quantity sufficient to feed 24 millions of people. As 
famines come but once in 12 years, there should in that period, be an 
accumulated surplus sufficient to feed 300 millions. And yet when famine 
does come, and then effecting at its worst not more than tenth of that 
number it is only by immer\se pressure on other parts of India, and at 
quadrupled price that the barest sufficiency of supplies can be obtained. It 
seems a clear proof that the alleged surplus must be greatly 
overestimated" .15 
Gopalaswami in his study based his conclusion on the figure of 
annual average export of Food crops from India aroimd 1880. He argued 
that if export were an index of the existence and magnitude of the surplus, 
it would appear that India was increasingly becoming a surplus coimtry in 
w Ibid. 
15 Cf. B. M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage and Agricultural Production in India", pp. 561-62. 
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respeci. of Food crops between 1880 and 1908 because exports showed a 
steady increase during this period. The export of Food crops amounted to 
2.4 million tons in 1895-96 and five million tons in 1904-05, respectively.^^ 
It appears that excluding the estimated annual import of rice of 
about a million tons at the time, the country reached a point of previous 
equilibrium between demand and supply of Food crops in 1880 and that 
any shortfall in production due to the adverse climatic condition in any 
year or increase in demand caused by growth of population was bound to 
land the coimtry in food shortage.^^ Even if there was a slight surplus in 
1880, ii must have been wiped out by 1890 on account of the growth of 
population so that food shortage in India dates back to 1890s.i8 
Cultivation of commercial crops had begun to receive state 
encouragement and support even at the hand of the East India Company 
after 1833. After the transfer of the administration of the country from the 
Company to the British crown in 1858, the policy was pursued with even 
greater energy.i^ The extent of the cultivation of commercial crops has 
already been discussed in first chapter. Here it may be pointed out that 
16 Ibid., p. 564. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid., p . 562. 
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this policy affected the food supply in the country adversely and 
discerning eyes had begun to see, even as early as the sixties of the last 
centurj', the perils of this policy. 
C l^ockerell, in the course of his inquiries into the famine of Bengal 
and Bitiar in 1865-66 found that "one of the causes (of scarcity of food) was 
the increasing cultivation of indigo which year by year absorbed a large 
area of land which otherwise would have been devoted to the cultivation 
of cerecils".2o 
Later this scenario was witnessed in the case of cotton and jute. 
Cotton was cultivated in Western and Central India while jute exclusively 
in Beng;al. In the twentieth century these two non-food crops along with 
oilseeds replaced food crops to a noticeable extent. In the twentieth 
century rice jdeld declined in Bengal. The extensive rotation of jute 
cultivation induced infertility in tihe land where rice was to be cultivated 
and proved a fast exhauster of fertility.21 The Board of Revenue in North 
Western Provinces noted that extension of cultivation of cotton had 
20 Ibid., p. 565. 
21 Blyn, op. cit, p. 158. 
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,1-
resulted in displacement of autumn crops, jowar, bajra, pulses, lentil etc. 
and partly also wheat.22 
The difference made by growth of commercial crops to total area 
under cultivation of food crops was, however, not very significant during 
this period. With the opening of Suez Canal in 1869, and extension of 
railways, the trend in favour of commercial crops was very much 
strengthened. In 1880, according to the Famine Commission's statistics, the 
total area under cultivation in British India was 187.75 million acres of 
which 166.25 million acres were under food crops and 21.5 millions under 
non-food crops. This roughly gives 89 percent of the area ^m.der food crops 
and 11 per cent under non-food crops. 
By 1901 the former figure had declined to 85 and the later had risen 
to 15. These trends are illustrated by the following table.^s 
22 B. M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage", p. 565. 
23 Ibid., p. 566. 
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Table 5.2 
Average gross area Sown under NFG in Acres 
Quinquermitun 
1901 to 1904-05 
1905-06 to 1909-10 
1910-11 to 191^15 
1915-16 to 1919-20 
1920-21 to 1924-25 
1925-26 to 1929-30 
1930-31 to 1934^35 
1935-36 to 1939-40 
1940-41 to 1944-45 
Gross Area Sown 
Under NFG in Acres 
100 acres of grown 
Area sown tinder Fc. 
20.0 
21.3 
21.0 
22.1 
25.3 
23.8 
25.5 
24.8 
24.8 
Decennial 
Average 
20.7 
21.7 
23.7 
24.7 
(Source: B.M.Bhatia, Food Shortage and Agricultural Production in India, p. 
566.) 
In the recent years some critics of the nationalists, notably, M. B. 
MacAlpin, have sought to justify the British government's position by 
pointing to small size of the exports when compared with the total 
agricultural production of India. It can not however be, overlooked that at 
even 3 to 4 per cent of the total foodgrain production, the food grains 
exported could have annually fed some 6 to 8 million people, if not more. 
In other words, all the 4,5 million who died in the 1896-97 famine, all the 
1.25 million who died in 1899-98 famine might have been saved had the 
supplies been retained here.24 
2* Man Habib, op. cit, p. 84. 
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Between 1896-1905 and 1936-45 the average annual value of output 
of Food crops declined from Rs. 287 crores to Rs. 272 crores and on the 
contrary commercial crops rose from Rs. 67 crores to Rs. 119 crores.^s 
How and to what extent international factors had come to affect the 
lives of the people of India was demoi\strated in a remarkable way during 
this scarcity. The wheat crop in Europe and Russia was excellent with the 
result that exports of this grain from India fell from 7.6 million cwt. in 
1883-84 to 2.6 million cwt. in 1884-85.26 
The export of rice also declined that from 6 million cwt. to 4.95 
million cwt in 1884-85. These favourable factors helped in keeping down 
prices of food crops in the scarcity areas and the rise even in the worst 
affected areas was consequently insignificant especially in the case of 
wheat.27 
In order to assess the impact of foreign trade on oiur agricultural 
production and with a view to analyzing the performance of agriculture in 
supplying the food needs of the country we may now turn to an 
25 B. M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage", p. 567. 
26 B h a t i a , Famines in India: A Study in some aspect of the Economic History of India (1860-
1965), Delhi, 1967, p. 198. 
27 Ibid. 
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examination of the trends in the area under cultivation and the pattern of 
crop production. 
The available agricultural statistics indicate that there was a fall in 
the area under cultivation due to famines in the quinquennium 1895-96 to 
1899-1900.28 
Table 5.3 
Index of extension of cultivation in India 
Total Area 
Area under 
Food crops 
1890-91 
to 
1894-95 
100 
100 
1895-96 
to 
1899-1900 
98 
96 
1900-01 
to 
1904-05 
103 
101 
1905-06 
to 
1909-10 
105 
102 
(Sotirce: B. M. Bhatia, Famines in India, p. 219) 
The cultivated area according to this table fell by 2 percent in the 
closing five years of the nineteenth century. Over the next five years the 
loss suffered in the preceding quiquermium was made good and there was 
a net increase of 3 percent. Over the next five years, there was another 
increase of 2 per cent. So that over the period as a whole, according to 
Dutta, area under cultivation increased by 5 per cent.29 One interesting 
28 Bha t i a , Famines in India, p . 219. 
29 Ibid. 
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point is that the addition of poorer lands to the cultivated area must have 
diminished the average productivity per acre of land.^o 
A clear shift towards non-food crops is visible from the data utilized 
in the Chapter I. Land was diverted from other crops to jute in Bengal, and 
especially in North and East Bengal. Similarly there was diversion of land 
to cotton in East Punjab, Sind, Gujarat, Deccan, Berar, Central Provinces 
and South Madras.^i In all cases, however, these crops had not been 
substituted for Food crops alone. Thus in southern and western Bengal, 
jute had only displaced oilseeds, sugarcane and indigo, while in Bihar only 
indigo had given place to jute. But in Northern and parts of Eastern Bengal 
jute had been substituted for food crops. In Sind and Berar, cotton was 
grown at the expense of food crops.32 
Between 1895 and 1900 witnessed two severe famines which 
accounted a substitution towards Food crops to some extent but the old 
trend (substitution of Food crops by non-food crops) returned after 1901 
and were accentuated in the quinqueimeum 1905-06 to 1909-10.33 
30 Ibid., p. 220. 
31 Dbid., p. 221. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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One cause of famine could be treated in the series of crop failures 
that Bengal experienced beginning from 1938 and in the conditions created 
by the war.^^ 
The reasons behind the famine of 1943 may be traced back to 1941, 
The Aman crop that was gathered in January 1941 was short by about 2 
million tons and the deficiency was not made good either by imports 
which made that year a net addition of only 2, 23,000 tons to the food 
supply of the province or by the aus and horo crops during the year.^s 
According to a member of the Famine Commission, Afzal Hussain, the net 
available supply in 1941 was 7.5 million tons, while the requirements of 
the population at a consumption rate of 3.58 seers of rice per head per 
week was 10.3 million tons.36 This left gap of 28 million tons between 
requirements and the available supply. The province had supplies 
sufficient only for about 9 months.37 
34 Ibid., p. 321. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid., p. 322. 
37 Ibid., p. 321 
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It is to be observed that before the War India was not self sufficient 
in cereals, a small exportable surplus of wheat being offset by large 
imports of rice.^s 
Table 5.4 
Imports and export of rice and wheat (in million tons) 
Exports + 
Impors -
Five Years Ending 
1937-38 
1938-39 
1939-40 
1940-41 
1941-42 
1942-43 
Rice 
-1.72 
-1.25 
-2.14 
-1.09 
-0.71 
+0.26 
Wheat 
+0.20 
+0.19 
-0.02 
+0.12 
+0.26 
+0.03 
(Sovirce: Famine Inquiry Commission, Final Report, 1945, p. I A) 
Mr. Lipton calculated that, in 1914-20, 70.8 million tons of grain and 
rice, 2.5 million tons of fruit and vegetables and three million tons of sugar 
were produced in British India.39 Of this 76.3 million tons of food stuffs 
some 3 million tons were exported, leaving 73.3 millior^ tons for 
consumption. This divided by the population (247 millioiis) gives 66 lbs. 
per person per annum, or 1.82 lb. per head per diem. Reckoning on the 
basis of a family of five persons, consisting of one working male, one 
38 The Famine Inquiry Commission, Final Report, New DeUu, 1st PubUcation, 1945, repr. 
1985. 
39 V e r a Ans l ey , Economic Development of India, L o n d o n , 1 9 5 2 , 4 * Ed i t ion , p . 441 . 
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working female, one old person, two children (not working), this gives 9 
lbs. per normal family, which might be divided into 2 lbs. per day for the 
man, 1 Vi lb. for (working) woman, 1 Va lbs. each for the dependents and 1 
% lb. to spare.40 
The margin between sufficiency and scarcity was however 
presumably a very narrow one, and if the monsoon failed over a 
considerable area there was at least a tendency towards actual 
iiisufficiency for the country as a whole, to say the least about the 
especially afflicted areas. Nevertheless, there was probably nearly always 
sufficient food within the country even when the morisoon was 
subnormal, if export was checked and famine administration is efficient, to 
prevent actual deaths from starvation.*^ 
It is well known fact that in Western cotmtries the town populations 
consumed more meat (and more protein in various forms) than rural 
populations. It was therefore suggested that measures should be taken to 
educate the town populations in dietary principles, and to make readily 
available supplies of nitrogenous foodstuffs. 
«Ibid. 
«Ibid., p. 443. 
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Per Head Food Crops and Constunption 
The area under non-foodcrops increased from 13.4 per cent to 15 per 
cent of the total cropped area (excluding area under tea and coffee) 
between 1875 and 1895. The result was that, despite considerable extension 
of cultivation, the output of food crops per head stagnated, being 
estimated by Atkinson for British India at 284.41 kg in 1875 and 287.95 kg 
in 1895.42 
Blyn's study shows that the decline in food grain output per capita 
ranged from about twenty to 40 per cent. For British India, from 1911 to 
1914, based on the five year averages, the decline in per capita foodgrain 
output (when aggregated on tonnage basis) was by 29% the same as in 
Table43 and the decline in per capita foodgrain availability was 26% or 
0.83% per year. For greater Bengal, from 1901 to 1914, the total decline in 
per capita foodgrain availability was 24%, or 1.04% per year.44 
42 Irfan Habib, Indian Economy, p. 84 
« Blyn, Table No. 5.3, p. 102 
44 Blyn, p. 105 
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Table 5.5 
Decline in Per Capita output between selected year British India and 
Region 
Regions 
British hidia 
Greater Bengal 
United Provinces 
Madras 
Greater Punjab 
Bombay-Sind 
Central Provinces 
Years 
1911-1914 
1901-1914 
1921-1914 
1916-1941 
1921-1941 
1916-1941 
1921-1946 
Total Decline 
29 
38 
24 
30 
18 
26 
19 
Dedine/Year 
1.4 
1.18 
1.36 
1.40 
1.00 
1.21 
1.05 
(Source: George Blyn, op, cit, p. 102) 
Recent examination of Indian census data, by the demographer, 
Kingsley Davis showed that population growth from the first hidia wide 
census in 1871 to the end of title British rule was very moderate by the 
standards of the world population growth, and that for the period from. 
1871 to 1921, the rate of growth was meagre 0.4 per cent per annum.^s 
Between 1872 and 1921, the North- West Provinces of Agra and 
Oudh the population increased from 42.6 million to 46.5 million, a growth 
of nine per cent in a half century only 0.2 per cent per annum.46 
It appears that while population increased by 38 per cent over the 
period, per capita output of Food crops declined by 32 per cent. Per capita 
45 Ira Klein, "Poptilation and Agrictilture in Northern hidia", MAS, Vol. VIll, No. 2,1974, 
p. 192 
«Ibid, p. 193 
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output of Food crops in the last decade of the period was 399 lbs as against 
587 lbs at the beginning of the period.47 
Daniel Thomer also opined that there was a steady decline in the per 
capita availability of Food crops from domestic production over the period 
of forty years preceding World War 11.48 
Table 5.6 
Per capita availability of Food Crops 
Period 
1893-94 to 1895-96 
1896-97 to 1905-06 
1906-07 to 1915-16 
1916-17 to 1925-26 
1926-27 to 1935-36 
1936-37 to 1945-46 
Poptilation 
(Index) 
100 
101 
107 
109 
120 
138 
Output of food . 
crops 
(in index iinits per 
capita) 
100 
95 
91 
90 
78 
68 
Output of food crops 
in lbs per capita 
587 
560 
547 
538 
461 
329 
(Source: B. M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage and Agricultural Production of India", p. 565) 
In a situation of growing shortage of food supply in an agricultural 
country one would expect a shift of emphasis on extension of cultivation of 
food crops on the part of farmer. Instead what happened in India over the 
last 100 years was just the opposite. 
47 B. M. Bhatia, "Food Shortage" p. 564. 
48 Ibid. 
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In recent years, some critics of nationalists, notably M. B. MacAlpin, 
have sought to justify the British government's position by pointing to the 
small size of the exports when compared to total agricultural production of 
India. Irfan Habib has argued that the importance of food availability if it 
was not exported. Food crops exported could have annually fed some 6 to 
8 million people if not more. In other words all the four and half million 
people who died in 1899-1900 might have been saved, if supplies had been 
retained here in India.49 
India .kept the precarious balance between increasing population 
and declining food production partly by turning from an exporter into a 
net importer of Food crops, but largely by the easy, though dangerous 
expedient of pushing down the already low per capita productivity in the 
country which fell from 587 lbs in the base period, 1893-94 to 399 lbs in 
1895-96 and the decade ending 1945-46 it witnessed a fall of 32 per cent.50 
Vera Ansley observed that there were no definite trends in 
population growth. 5i The decennial rate of increase has varied between 1.2 
per cent (1911-21) and 10.6 per cent (1921-31).52 It seems quite clear that in 
49 Man Habib, op.cit, p. 84 
50 B.M. Bhat ia , Famines in India, p . 315 
51 V e r a A n s l e y , The Economic Development of India, p . 39 
52 Ibid. 
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the past the population has been prevented from growing mainly owing to 
the operation of "positive" checks- i.e., poverty, disease, misery and vice.^^ 
Another interesting point highlighted by B. M. Bhatia was that the 
decrease in the per capita availability of Food crops was not distributed 
equitably over all classes of the people or in all parts of the country.54 
According to the Labour Enquiry Committee, there was, in India, a 
direct relation between income (level or living) of a family and its per head 
consumption of Food crops.^s The results obtained by the survey in this 
connection are shown in the following statement. 
Table 5.7 
Consumption level and consumption of Food 
Levels of Living Percentage of families Quantity of Cereals 
(Rs) to total no. of families consumed per head 
Enquired 
51-100 24.5 11.0 
101-150 36.0 14.0 
151-200 19.5 17.7 
201-250 9.0 19.8 
(Source: B. M. Bhatia, Famines in India, p. 316) 
So far as the relation between income and consumption of this 
particular section of population is concerned, conditions in 1939 could not 
53 Ibid. 
54 B.M.Bhatia, op. cit, p. 315. 
55 Ibid. 
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be very different from those in the early 1950s, to which period the All 
India Agricultural Enquiry relates. It observed, 
"India has a vast Geographical entity. There is cultural variation. 
The people of different regions are having different food habits. So, 
conclusions emerged from the study of variations in consumption per 
head cereals in different parts of India." This can be illustrated with the 
help of the table below: 
Table 5.8 
Regional Pattern in Consumption of Food 
Census Zones Consumption per capita (ounes) of 
Cereals including perquisites. 
AU India 16.3 
North India 20.2 
East India 18.0 
South India 14.1 
West hidia 14.6 
Central India 15.3 
North India 21.6 
(Source: B.M.Bhatia, Famines in India, p. 316) 
We can draw the conclusion from the data that there was direct co-
relation between the prosperity of a region and the per head corisumption 
of cereals in it. One can observe that the comparatively prosperous. North 
West India showed the highest consumption per head of 21.6 ounce and 
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the comparatively poor south and west showed the lowest consumption of 
less than 15 onuses. 
The continuous decline in the productivity of foodgrain made India 
an importer of foodgrain which was earlier a considerable exporter. Still 
the import was not enough to fill the large requirement of India's 
population.56 
The declining trends in output throughout the pre Second World 
War left India without surplus of Food crops.^'' The failure of monsoon has 
been cor^idered as a one of the reason. But this explanation is possibly the 
tip of the iceberg. The real reason possibly was the colonial background 
where the production was geared to the capitalist demand of the 
colonizing coxmtry. 
56 Ibid., p. 17. 
57G.Blyn,p.l02. 
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A<P^P^M)ICES 
A P P E N D I X A 
Agricultural Statistics of India 
1919-20, Vol. II Calcutta 1922 
Area under Irrigation 
The total area irrigated in the reporting states during 1919-20 was 
8,309,000 acres as against 6,200,000 acres in the preceding year of this 
2,358,000 acres were irrigated from government canals, 797,000 acres from 
private canals 1,467,000 acres from tanks 1,927000 acres from other sources 
of irrigation. These figures however, do not take into account areas sown 
more than once during the year with the help of irrigation, but indicate the 
extant of land actually irrigated. If area sown more than crop, the ground 
area of irrigated crops amotmt to 10,186,000 acres of this area 9,131,000 
acres were imder food crops. 
Area under crops 
The gross area cultivate with crops in the reporting states was as 
stated by million acres in 1979-20. The different classes of crops and area 
occupied by each, so far as details are available are stated in the margin of 
the total area sown food occupied about 94,658,000 acres or 78.3% and the 
non food crops 13,770,000 acres or 21.7% of the food crops food grains 
(cereals and pulses) occupied as much much as 47,253,000 acres, 74.5% of 
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the total area sown and other food crops (condiments and spices, sugar, 
fruits and vegetables and miscellaneous food crops together) covered some 
2,405,000 acres or only 3.8% of the total. 
Of the non food crops oil seeds occupied 3,814,000 acres or six 
percent of the total area sown fibre, such as cotton, hemp etc. 6,204,000 
acres or 9.8% and fooder crops 3%. 
The total extent of land on which more than one crop was raised 
during the year was 4,467,000 acres. 
Food Crops 
Foodgrains 
Condiments & Spices 
Sugar 
Fruits & Vegetables 
Miscellaneous Food 
Crops 
Total Food Crops 
Thousand acres 
47,253 
252 
195 
593 
1,332 
49,658 
Percent of total 
74.5 
.4 
.3 
.9 
2.2 
78.3 
Non- Food Crops 
Oilseeds 
Fibres 
Dyes & Tanning 
Materials 
Fodder Crops 
Miscellaneous non 
Food 
Crops 
Total non food crops 
Thousand acres 
3,814 
6,204 
278 
1,890 
1,182 
13,770 
Percent of total 
6.0 
9.8 
.4 
3.0 
1.9 
21.7 
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APPENDIX B 
Agricultural Statistics of India 
1935-36 
Area under Irrigation 
The total area irrigated in the reporting states during 1935-36 
was 10,025,000 acres was against 10,135,000 acres in the preceding year of 
this 3,682,000 acres were irrigated from government canals, 978,000 acres 
from private canals 1,771,000 from tanks 2,576,000 acres from wells, and 
1,073,000 acres from other sources of irrigation. These figures however do 
not take into account areas sown more than once during the year with the 
help of irrigation, but indicate the extent of land actually irrigated. If areas 
sown more than once are counted as separate area for each crop, the area 
of irrigated crops amount to 10,926,000 acres of which 8,928,000 acres were 
under food crops. 
Area under Crops 
The grass area Cultivated with crops the reporting states was, as stated 
about 74 million acres in 1935-36. The different classes of crops the area 
occupied by each so for as details are available stated in the margin. Of the 
total area sown food crops occupied 54,85,000 aces or 74.6 per, cent and 
non food crops 18,667,000 acres or 25.4 per cent of the non-food crops oil 
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seeds occupied 9.2 percent of the nonfood crops land while fibers such as 
cotton, hemp etc, occupied 10.1 percent.^ 
1 The total food crop and non food crops shown has doesn't agree with the total sown 
area shown in summary in table 4 for the reason include 188563 acre for which details 
are not available. 
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APPENDIX C 
Wednesday, February 9'\ 1927 
CAWNPORE 
Present 
The Marquess of Linlithgow, D.L. (Chairman), 
Sir HENRY STAVELREY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.L, LC.S. 
Sir THOMAS MIDLENTON, K.B.E. 
C.B. 
Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
CLE., M.V.O. 
Sir JAMES MACKENNA, KT., CLE., 
LC.S. 
Mr. H.CALVERT, CLE,, LC.S. 
Professor N. GANGULEE 
Raja Sir RAMPAL SINGH {Co-opted Memher) 
Mr. J.A. MADAN, LC.S.) 
)(Joint Secretaries ) 
MR. F.W.H. SMITH. ) 
Mr. F.Howard vick, M.I. Mech. E., Agricultural Engineer to Government, 
United Provinces. 
Note on Irrigation 
Irrigation is very necessary for successful farming in Northern India 
since it gets practically its rainfall condensed into about four months of the 
year, from mid-June to mid-October, the remaining eight months being 
nearly rainless. The most important and paying crops, such as wheat, 
barley, gram, & c , are grown entirely, from sowing to reaping, in the dry 
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rainless season and these all give a very poor return unless they get 
irrigation water from some source. Sugarcane, too, is sown in the dry 
season, and, generally speaking, to get any success and profit there must 
be irrigation between March and June. It is in these months that the 
foundations for a good cane crop are laid, and unless irrigated and well 
started in these dry months the crop will not make good in the rainy 
season. 
I would, therefore, place irrigation as by far the first and most 
important need of agriculture. It is water, water, all the time, that the ryot 
and farmer is crying out for. If he can get the water in sufficient quantity, 
he will make good and his villages will be prosperous and fertile. On the 
other hand, without irrigation the ryot is poor, his village a wilderness and 
disease and semi-starvation his lot. If an example of this contrast were 
required, I would point to the generally prosperous villages of Rohilkhand 
where irrigation is comparatively cheap and easy, and parts of Mathura 
and Agra districts where irrigation is difficult and costly and the villages 
poor, held deserted, and barren. 
There is, of course, a large area of land irrigated in the United 
Provinces, and in many other provinces of India, by gravity flow from the 
many large canal systems. But there is a distinct limit to the area 
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commanded by such canals and very few further large schemes await 
development since nearly all the large rivers have been, or Eire in the 
process of being tapped. 
The remaining areas not so irrigated rely either entirely on the 
season's rainfall to carry them through the dry months of the year or partly 
on rainfall and supplemented by irrigation from weWs, jhils and strean\s. 
It is instructive to analyse the areas of the United Provinces as regards 
irrigation or no irrigation. The total cropped area is about 35,000,000 acres, 
and this can be divided into three divisions : 
1. Flow irrigated area from canals and reservoirs, 
2. Lift irrigated areas from wells, jhils, & c. 
3. Area with no irrigation. 
The totals of area of these three divisions are as follows:-
Classification 
1. Canal irrigated 
2. Irrigated from wells, &c. 
3. No irrigation 
Total cropped area 
Acres 
2450,000 
7350,000 
25,200,000 
35,000,000 
Percentage 
7 
21 
72 
100 
We thus see that although there are many big canals in the Province, 
only 7 per cent of the total cropped area is irrigated from them. Also that 
only a further 21 percent of area is irrigated from wells, jhils, &c., and that 
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the enormous proportion of no less than 72 per cent, is entirely without 
irrigation facilities at present. 
Here lies great scope for the work of the engineer, a score of millions 
of acres or so in one province alone producing about one-half to one-third 
of the crops it could produce simply for lack of irrigation water. It seems 
the very urgent duty of every provincial government and every 
department of Agriculture to make a careful survey of the possibilities for 
irrigation by some means, within its respective Province and then get 
forward with some useful work in this direction if such work is found to 
be economically sound. 
Speaking with a very wide knowledge of life irrigation possibilities in the 
United Provinces, I am sure that great developments can be made here by 
lift methods from wells and bore holes. I have made many thousands of 
borings in the Province and I know the subsoil contains an absolutely 
inexhaustible water supply and mostly within very easy depths for lift 
irrigation. We have been working on earth borings and tube wells for the 
past fifteen years and have very fully proved the usefulness and economic 
soundness of such schemes. We can turn a well yielding 1,500 gallons per 
hour and irrigating five or ten acres into one giving 30,000 to 40,000 
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gallons per hour and irrigating and protecting 150 to 250 acres, by deep 
borings and the installation of water-lifting machinery. 
It is a very urgent necessity for this Province's agriculture that lift 
irrigation be adopted on a very large scale. Money invested in such 
schemes could bring in a good return in the way of interest and the 
Province would be enormously benefited and eruiched. The Province 
could also be placed outside the danger of drought or famine after a poor 
season's rainfall if such lift irrigation methods were adopted on a large 
scale. 
The problem is how these lift irrigation schemes on very extensive 
lines can best be tackled. Up to now, in the united provinces, we have been 
catering for one class mostly, the more prosperous zamindar and 
landowner who has either money to pay for his schemes or extensive lands 
to stage to Government as security for a big loan. It is very necessary to go 
further and help the masses of the ryots who form the bulk of the 
agricultural classes and cultivate so great a proportion of the land under 
crops in this province. 
Since the ryot is, generally speaking, a poor man, without capital 
and without land to mortgage for loans, the only way to give him help in 
the way of irrigation would seem to be the formation of a Lift Irrigation 
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Department on a large scale, something far bigger than even the present 
Canal Irrigation Departments. The schemes would be financed by 
Government and water sold and the money collected just as it is done in 
the Canal Irrigation Department. It would, perhaps, be possible to make 
lift irrigation a branch of canal irrigation but there would then be the 
danger of neglecting and obscuring its importance. The Canal Department 
worked on lift irrigation by mechanical power for some years, about 
eighteen years ago, but failed to grasp its essential features through 
inexperience and imperfect knowledge of conditions existing underground 
and of suitable machinery for the work. Nothing was accomplished, 
therefore, at that time, nor until the Agricultural Department seriously 
took up agricultural engineering by the appointment of a permanent 
Agricultural Engineer in 1913. 
The chief and perhaps, the only difficulty in the way of very 
extensive schemes of lift irrigation is the financing of them. But there 
seems nothing impossible even in this, since huge sums of money are 
raised both in India and other parts of the world for large irrigation 
projects that promise a reasonable return of interest on capital. I think that 
Government should raise all necessary money by loans, just as they have 
done for new canal systems of irrigation. 
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APPENDIX D 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON AGRICULTURE IN INDIA, APPENDIX 
TO REPORT 1928 PUNJAB IRRIGATION 
The total area of irrigated land in the Punjab in 1925-26 was 
13,819,000 acres. On this area by far tiie greater part was supplied with 
water from the great system of canals. In regions which canal water does 
not reach, wells are the main source of supply. The total area irrigated 
from wells in 1925-26 was about 3,715,000 acres as compared with 
4,612,000 in 1868-69. Of well irrigation it is imnecessary to write. As in 
other parts of India, water is lifted by the Persian wheel or the leather bag; 
bullocks, or occeisionally, buffaloes supplying the power. In a few districts 
oil-engines are em^ployed, especially for pumping from deep (tube) wells. 
The niain difficulty that confronts the cultivator depending on wells is the 
lowering of the water-table in certain tracts. Intense well irrigation 
exhausts the relatively small supplies of subsoil Water existing in dry 
tracts, and the falling, by even a few feet, of the water table so greatly 
increases the cost of lifting that it may easily turn a prosperous into a 
wholly unprofitable form of cultivation. Uncertainty as to the water-
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supply available is now hindering the extension of deep wells, and 
experimental batteries of tube wells are projected in one or two important 
districts with the object of testing the effects of intensive pumping on the 
supplies afforded by shallow wells in the same localities. As will be 
mentioned later, scientific officers of the irrigation and agricultural 
departments are studying both the prospects of increasing the number of 
tube wells and the effects tiiey produce on the subsoil water level. 
The distinctive feature of Punjab irrigation is its canal system. While 
the magnificent waterways which now fertilize the province have been 
constructed mainly within the past half century, it must not be supposed 
that canal irrigation in the Punjab is a new thing. The oldest of the existing 
canals- the Western Jumna - owes its origin to Firoz Shah, in 1351, and its 
re-excavation and extension to Akbar in 1568. The words of a sand of this 
great ruler are worth quoting: "My wisdom," he writes, "wishes that the 
hopes, like the fields of those thirsty people, may, by the showers of 
liberality and kindness, be made green and flourishing, and that the canal 
may in my time be renewed, and that by conducting other waters into it, it 
may endure for ages. For God has said from water all things were made. I 
consequently ordain that this jungle, in which subsistence is obtained with 
thirst, be converted into a place of comfort free from all evil. " In the 
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries irrigation was neglected, but early in 
the nineteenth the canal of Firoz Shah and Akbar was resurveyed and 
restored by the British engineers. Macartney, Blame and Colvin, and since 
that time the mantle of the Mogul ruler has fallen on a succession of British 
and Indian engineers, so that the Pimjab, if not yet "free from all evil," is 
rapidly being converted into a province in which subsistence, formerly 
obtained "with thirst," is now obtainable in "comfort." When the projects 
in course of construction, or investigation, have been carried out, the 
dream of Akbar will indeed have become a reality. 
It is possible to describe in words the Punjab canal system and to 
show by figures the magnitude of the engineering works; but it is scarcely 
possible to convey to those who have not visited the province a conception 
of the change which irrigation has brought about on its scrub-covered 
wastes and sand hills. In regions not yet reached by canals the traveler 
may still journey by train for hours across wastes coi\sisting, it would 
seem, of hopelessly barren land; and on the following day, in one of the 
canal colonies, he may traverse wide tracts, patches of which, here and 
there left unirrigated, consist of the same thirsty sand, but in general now 
converted into cornfields so prosperous to the eye of the agriculturist that 
to describe the change he is compelled to make use of Akbar's imagery. It 
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would seem that not moisture alone but "showers of liberality and 
kindness" have "made green and flourishing" this barren jungle. But in 
prosaic terms, the irrigation engineer will inform him that the change has, 
in fact, been brought about by the supply of 2.84 cusecs (cubic feet per 
second) of water per 1,000 acres through an A.P.M. (adjustable 
proportional module) from some minor water channel ! What is it that the 
officers of the Irrigation Department have done and are doing? 
Two types of canal may be distinguished. First, there are the 
inimdation canals, many of them ancient, depending for their supplies on 
flooded rivers. These canals are numerous but as a class they are 
unsatisfactory from the point of view of the cultivator, since the water 
supply is uncontrolled and uncertain and crops are liable to injury by the 
falling of river levels at critical periods, and, except in the Indus Valley, 
they will cease to exist when the irrigation programme has been 
completed. Of far greater importance is the second type of canal, for which 
by means of head works, a large volume is stored and from which a 
controlled supply can be provided either throughout the year or for a 
definite term which will ensure the autumn or the spring harvest. 
In recent years the irrigation works of the Ptmjab have grown 
quickly and they are still in process of rapid exteiision. When in 1932-33 
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the Sutlej Valley canals, now in course of construction, have been 
completed, the Irrigation Department will be able to claim that they have 
some 15,000,000 acres annually under irrigation. Included in this large area 
there will be about 2,500,000 acres situated in Indian States; the necessary 
construction may, however, be claimed as their work by Punjab engineers; 
it has been, or will be, carried out by them on behalf of Indian rulers. 
In 1924-25 there were in all nearly 20,000 miles of government 
irrigation channels in the Punjab, as compared with 11,000 miles at the 
beginning of the century. 
Including 679,000 acres in Indian States, the area irrigate ed from 
government irrigation works in the year ending March, 1926, was 
11,109,000 acres, as compared with 5,244,000 acres in 1900, and 2,341,000 
acres only in 1887-88. 
About 5,096,000 acres of Kharif crops were irrigated in 1925, 
including cotton, 2,414,000, rice 540,000 and sugarcane 160,000 acres. In the 
following rabi season 6,013,000 acres were irrigate ed, including 3,593,000 
acres of wheat. 
The figures given above relate to the actual areas irrigated in a single 
year. The total areas commanded by the canals are much greater and these 
larger areas are irrigated in rotation. At the present time 20 million acres of 
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land are commanded, and when projected canals and extensions have ben 
carried out, this area will be increased to 36 millions. For comparison it 
may be noted iiiat the irrigation works of Egypt and the Sudan command 
eight million acres. 
Not only have Punjab canals converted sandy wastes into fertile 
tracts of country, but they have proved directly profitable to Government. 
On the works in operation at the end of 1925-26, a total capital outlay of 
about 23.54 crores of rupees had been incurred. By far the larger 
proportion viz.: 23.15 crores, had been spent on productive works. The 
direct income in water-rat e and miscellaneous receipts from productive 
works in 1925-26 amotmted to 4.30 crores, and the expenditure on 
maintenance and interest charges to 2.34 crores, thus showing at profit of 
8.5 per cent. But in addition there wee large indirect receipts in the form of 
enhanced revenue from the irrigated lands. These indirect receipts were 
about 2.02 crores, bringing the profits after paying interest charges up to 
17.2 per cent. 
It should be noticed, however, that the capital outlay per acre 
irrigated has risen greatly. In the case of four of the older perennial canals, 
the capital outlay per acre irrigated in 1924-25 was Rs. 19, while on four 
new perermial canals it reached Rs. 43. In the case of the Sutlej canals no 
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wing constructed, the capital cost per acre irrigated is likely to exceed Rs. 
80; and other projects under consideration would involve a capital 
expenditure of Rs.lOO per acre irrigated. 
The charges made for water are on an acreage basis and the rates 
vary with the kind of the crop. Remissioris are given on account of failure. 
Typical charges in 1924-25 were for sugarcane Rs.l2 per acre, for cotton 
Rs.6-4, for wheat Rs.5-4, and for fodder crops it has recently been reduced 
from Rs.3 to Rs.1-8 per acre. Proposals for supplying water on a volumetric 
instead of on an acreage basis have been considered, but for reasons that 
will be indicated below the Irrigation Department has hitherto found it to 
be impracticable in general to change its present method of charging by 
the acre irrigated. 
The chief canals from which water is now being supplied may be 
briefly referred to. 
The Western Jumna Canal is the oldest in the Punjab. It was 
originally constructed, as akeady noted, by Firoz Shah in the fourteenth 
century. The ancient canal was restored by the British between 1817 and 
1847, and was fm-ther improved and extended between 1873 and 1980. The 
present canal takes off from the Jumna at Tajewala, commands about 
2,700,000 acres of land in the districts of Ambala, Kamal, Hissar, Rohtak 
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and Delhi, and in the States of Patiala and Jind; but the water available 
allows only of the irrigation of about one-third of this area in a year. The 
full capacity is 6,400 cusecs, and this quantity may be available between 
the 10* of May and the 15* of September. In December the supply may fall 
to no more than 1,800 cusecs. 
Upper Bari Doab Canal - For political reasons this canal was 
projected immediately after the armexation of the Punjab. It waters the 
Doab between the rivers Ravi and Beas in the heart of the Sikh country. It 
takes off from the Ravi at Madhopur in Gurdaspur district. When full, as it 
usually is from the 15* March to the 15* December, it carries 6,700 cusecs, 
but in the later winter months the supply may drop to 1,500 cusecs. It 
commands some 1,600,000 acres, of which about 80 per cent may come 
under irrigation in a year. Rice is an important crop in the area watered by 
this canal. 
Sirhind Canal- This canal, which takes off from the Sutlej at Rupar in 
Ambala district, was begim in 1869 and completed by 1883. It commands 
about 2,450,000 acres in the districts of Ludhiana and Ferozepore and can 
irrigate about 1,000,000 acres annually. The capacity is 5,600 cusecs, and 
from May to 15* August there is a full supply of water. This canal also 
irrigates the land in the Indian States of Patiala and Jind. 
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The Lower Chenab Canal- This canal was opened in July 1887, but 
its capacity was greatly increased when the Upper Jhelum was completed 
in 1915. It now has a capacity of 10,900 cusecs, and irrigates more land 
than any other. It commands 3,390,000 acres in the districts of Gujranwala, 
Lyallpur and Jhang, and can irrigate about 2,000,000 acres armually. The 
months of April and October are critical periods in the Chenab canals, and 
consideration is being given to a scheme for increasing the existing 
capacity of the Upper Jhelum Canal, so that more of the surplus water of 
the Jhelum than is at present possible may be diverted into the Chenab. 
The Lower Jheltun canal, the first of the snow fed canals, with a 
capacit)'^ of 4,300 cusecs, was opened in 1901, it commands some 1,300,000 
acres in the districts of Shahpur and Jhang, and can irrigate about 825,000 
acres annually. A full supply of water is available from February until the 
end of November. 
The rapid increase in canal irrigation in the present century is 
accounted for mainly by the construction of the linked triple canal scheme 
which waters the central plains of the Punjab. The following figures show 
the importance of these canals, which were opened between 1912 and 
1915. 
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The Upper Jhelum has a capacity of 8,500 cusecs. It commands, 
600,000 and irrigates about 300,000 acres in the district of Gujrat; the full 
capacity of the canal can be used from about the middle of February to the 
end of November. The main purpose of the Upper Jhelum Canal is to 
convey surplus water from the Jhelum River to augment by 6,000 cusecs 
the supplies required by the Lower Chenab Canal. 
The Upper Chenab Canal- This great waterway, with a capacity of 
14,400 cusecs, has a double function. It commands some 1,600,000 and 
irrigates 650,000 acres in the districts of Sialkot, Gujranwala and Lyallpur, 
and it passes on 7,500 cusecs into the Lower Bari doab Canal, which, in 
turn, conunands 1,750,000 acres and irrigates about 1,000,000 acres in the 
districts of Montgomery and Multan. 
Three groups of projects are now engaging the attention of Punjab 
irrigation engineers. There are, as has already been stated, many 
inundation canals, some ancient, ottiers modem, in the Pimjab. One 
important series depends on the waters of the Sutlej, and the uncertainly of 
the supply, together with the need for irrigation in new tracts of country, 
has led to the great Sutlej Valley Irrigation Scheme now in process of 
construction. Some of the new Sutlej canals have already been opened, and 
it is anticipated that the while new system, commanding some 6,000,000 
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and irrigating 3,640,000 acres annually, will be in operation in 1932-33. A 
large part of the area to be irrigated (about 2,450,000 acres) will lie within 
the hidian States of Bikaner and Bahawalpur, which are bearing a 
proportionate share of the cost. The original estimate of the cost was about 
14.6 crores of rupees, but it is now certain that this estimate will be largely 
exceeded, and a final cost of from 23 to 24 crores is anticipated, of which 
the Punjab Government's share may amount to about 10 crores. 
Several minor schemes for improving the supply from inundation 
canals are also in progress. 
The second type of project receiving consideration, one which 
demands attention not only in the Pimjab but throughout India, is that of 
water storage. Periods of water scarcity occur on most of the canals, and it 
is natural that much thought should have been given to storing a part of 
the water that at certain seasons of the year in vast quantities escapes 
through flooded rivers to the sea. 
When the Sutiej Valley canals has been completed all the winter 
water supply of the Punjab tributaries of the Indus will be used in 
irrigation, but only about one -third of the monsoon supply. It is estimated 
that one-third of the monsoon flood waters must in any case be allowed to 
escape so as to scour the river channels; but if it were practicable to 
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construct reservoirs, the remaining third might be made available for 
irrigation. The difficulties presented by storage are formidable. Five 
schemes have already been investigated, but for one reason or another 
have not yet been taken in hand. It is confidently believed, however, that 
the difficulties which the construction of dams now present will ultimately 
be solved and that ultimately large additional supplies of water will be 
available for irrigation. 
The most important of these storage projects relates to a dam across 
tha Sutlej at Bhakra, where the river passes through a gorge some 40 miles 
above Rupar. This dam would be 410 feet high and would impound no 
less than twelve per cent of all the water which it is calculated might be 
stored in Punjab reservoirs. After allowing for losses in the canals, it would 
deliver some 5,500 cusecs of water for 210 days in the year as an addition 
to the natm-al flow of about 5,000 cusecs taken from the Sutlej at this point. 
The water would be used to supplement the flow of the existing Sirhind 
and Western Jumna canals, and to fill a new Lower Sirhind canal, 
irrigating inter alia the ii\secure tracts of Hissar district. The entire area 
irrigated would be about 2,300, 000 acres. The immediate obstacle to 
progress with the construction of the Bhakra Dam is doubt as to the 
foundations. Geologists have twice examined the underlying strata, 
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differences in opinion have arisen, and a fttrther examination of the site is 
now being arranged for. An estimate of the cost of the dam and canals was 
made in 1920, which amotmted to 14.4 crores; but revised figures place the 
cost of the scheme, if carried out before 1937, at about 23 crores of rupees. 
The third group of problems now engaging attention relates to the 
conservation and more effective use of the water at present available. 
Experience shows that much may be done in this way. If the areas irrigated 
by canals existing in 1900 be compared with the areas now being supplied, 
it will be found that although no extra water enters, there has been an 
increase of about 36 per cent in the area actually benefiting by canal water. 
Both agricultural and engineering questions are raised in coimection with 
the distribution of water. There are differences of opinion as to the amount 
of water that crops require, and as to the methods of charging for the water 
provided, hi general, it may be stated that agriculturists are disposed to 
claim that better results would be got if water were sold by volume and 
the cultivator left to do what he linked with the supply he received; but 
engineers argue that not only does the acreage basis afford the only 
practicable method of charging for water supplied to ordinary cultivators, 
but that it is the better method for the small cultivator himself. It is agreed 
that the owner of a large estate, who purchased by volume, would derive 
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advantage from having the distribution of his supply entirely within his 
own control, and, in fact, a few large owners are now supplied by volume, 
but it is stated by the Irrigation Department that the advantages claimed 
for tiie small man are illusory. The main advantage claimed by advocates 
of the volumetric system is that it would free the cultivator from the too 
common exactions of petty officials, who record the area of land he 
irrigates; but canal engineers point out that in any case there must be petty 
officials, that gauge-readers would be no less troublesome than the 
patwaris who now record irrigated areas, and that since it would be 
necessary to sell by volume as small a quantity as 2 cusecs of water, 
irrigating less than 1,000 acreas, the number of petty officials with whom 
the cultivator had to deal would not be reduced. On other grounds, the 
Irrigation Department claim that a record of the area irrigated must in any 
case be retained, for exact information as to the areas supplied in different 
districts is necessary in deigning canals; moreover, unless such records 
were kept there would be no sufficient check on tampering with the banks 
of water channels and illicit irrigation. 
Much attention has been given in the past ten years to the equitable 
distribution of water, both at the heads of distributaries and at the outlets 
to the land of cultivators, with the result that economy in distribution has 
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been affected and, as noted above, the area irrigated from canals is 
gradually being increased. New water modules have been designed, and it 
has recently (1926) been decided that every reach of every distributary's 
channel is to be fitted with meters of an approved type. Incidentally, these 
meters, by ensuring equitable distribution, will reduce the opportunities 
given to corrupt petty officials to extort money from cultivators requiring 
water. 
In distributing water the canal officer is guided by the departmental 
rule that 88 acres of kharif crops and double this area of rabi crops should 
be irrigable for each cusec of water supplied from an outlet. (To allow for 
waste in channels, the main canal headwork supplies water at the rate of 
one cusec per 65, and the distributary's headwork at the rate of one cusec 
per 80 acres). A further rule lays it down that not inore than three fourths 
of the cultivated land commanded should be irrigated in a year. Assuming 
1,000 acres of cultivated land to be in question, irrigation of 750 acres 
would be permissible, the area to be supplied in the Kharif season would 
be 250 acres, and for this area it would be necessary to provide at the outlet 
for the delivery of 250/88 = 2.84 cusecs of water. This quantity would 
subsequently supply the requirements of 500 acres of rabi crop and it is all 
that would be provided for cultivators. It is admitted that this allowance is 
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a small one in comparison with what the cultivator would like, but it is 
contended that when the water is skillfully used cultivators are able to 
irrigate substantially more land than the rules assume; and, as water is 
scarce, that economy must be practiced, if the full benefit of the canals is to 
be secured by cultivators within the commanded areas. 
Reference has already been made to the possibility of conserving the 
monsoon waters of large rivers by constructing reservoirs. In districts 
having moderate rainfall small reservoirs have long been a feature in rural 
economy. They are formed by small earthen embankments or bunds, 
constructed in nullahs (deep, and during the greater part of the year dry, 
channels of streams). In the Punjab itself, except in the district of Gurgaon, 
these bunds are of the little importance, but elsewhere, for example in 
Jaipur Site adjoining Gurgaon, a large amount of rabi irrigation is carried 
on from embanked nullahs. Gurgaon bund were formerly in charge of the 
District Board, b u t , as they were being neglected, their management was 
transferred in 1923 to the Drainage Board (now the Rural Sanitary Board) 
and 35 bunds distributed over four tahsils of the district have recently been 
repaired. 
Bimds contribute to rural welfare in several ways. Originally many 
of them were coiistructed to impound monsoon water, in order to soak the 
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subsoil and so permit of the growing of crops in the nullah beds above the 
bunds when the surface dried. The nullah bed is not only soaked, but its 
stuface is enriched by the deposition of silt. Other bunds have been 
constructed primarily with the object of checking erosion; and others have 
formed large tanks or shallow lakes for the irrigation of rabi crops. While, 
relatively to canals and wells, these bunds are of small importance in the 
Punjab (when the Gurgaon bund were taken over by the Drainage Board it 
was ascertained that the average area benefited in the preceding fourteen 
years was 5,779 acres) it is satisfactory to find that their development is 
now being studied by engineers of the Irrigation department. 
In certain of the canal areas the seepage of water from channels and 
the too free use of water by cultivators have resulted in a rise of the level of 
subsoil water to a degree that endangers not only crops but the public 
health. As compared with the areas irrigated the actual extent of 
waterlogged land is quite small, some 80,000 acres in all in the canal areas, 
and of tliis total two-thirds only have been seriously damaged; but in view 
of the enormous volume of water now spread annually over the soils of 
the Punjab, and of the cumulative effect to be anticipated in areas where 
the subsoil is not naturally well-drained, the whole subject of water 
logging is receiving close and continuous attention. Drainage schemes for 
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the relief of waterlogged areas were formerly in charge of the Irrigation 
Department/but in 1923 a special Drainage Board (now the Rural Sanitary 
Board) was set up to carry out drainage schemes, and a committee has 
been charged with the duty of studying the conditions which make for 
water logging. The Irrigation Department is endeavouring to reduce the 
seepage from canals, and experiments have been made in lining the canals 
in districts where the soil is sepecially porous. After thirty years of 
experimental work, in which various materials, from oiled paper to cement 
concrete, have been tried as canal linings, the only really satisfactory lining 
is foimd to be cement and sand mortar of not less than 1 ¥2 inches in 
thickness, and the cost of this form of lining makes its general use 
prohibitive. Well-designed drainage works offer the best prospect of 
preventing waterlogging, and success has already been met with on the 
Western Junma, Upper Jhelum and other canals. Open drains are mainly 
relied on, but mole drains and tile drains are being experimented with in 
saturated fields. In at least one area; Amritsar, pumping from deep tube 
wells has been successful in lowering the water-table and improving the 
sanitary conditions of the city and its surroundings, although at a cost that 
would not have been warranted if agricultural improvement had been the 
sole objective. When drainage is not available; an effort to control water 
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logging in threatened areas is made by suspending irrigation during the 
rabi season. 
Apart from the well-known ill-effects produced on most crops by a 
saturated surface soil, there is in the Punjab a special danger to be 
apprehended from water logging. The deep alluvial soils are frequently 
charged with large quantities of sodium and magnesium salts; salt or kalar 
soils are common even where the water-table is deep, and when the 
surface soil, or the subsoil at a depth of a few feet, is saturated kalar is 
almost certain to give trouble. As in other parts of India, remedies have 
been sought, but the only practicable remedy so far discovered consists in 
washing out the salts from the surface by free irrigation, and this method 
to be successful implies equally free drainage. 
Irrigation Research Committee- An irrigation research committee, 
consisting of a soil expert, specializing in soil chemistry and physics, and 
an engineer, was set up in 1925 to explore the problems now facing the 
Irrigation Department. A suitable laboratory has been planned and is 
being built, and a central field experimental station has been established. 
Three groups of problems will be investigated, viz., 
i 
1. Movements of the water-table in connection with water logging, or 
desiccation. Water logging difficulties have been referred to above; 
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{the converse problem, lowermg of the water-table to an undesirable 
degree, owing to the increasing intensity of well irrigation, presents 
itself notably in the fertile tract round JuUundur. Data for study are 
available in spring level records kept for many years by the 
1 
Irrigation Department; and, where no canals exist, from the less 
exact information collected by revenue officials. To supplement 
existing data, surveys will be undertaken. There is considerable 
evidence that the free flow of subsoil water is prevented by tihe 
occurrence of impervious strata buried beneath the alluvium. Rock 
masses might account for the water logging of tracts lying upstream 
and, if their existence were proved at no great depth, remedies for 
the water logging of large tracts might be possible. It is proposed to 
use the Etvos Torsion Balance in searching for such obstructions to 
drainage. 
2. Hydro-dynamical problems present themselves in the designing of 
irrigation channels in connection with the movements of silt. The 
only method of studying these movements in detail is by means of 
miodels reproducing, imder controlled conditions, the flow of silt-
! 
charged water in channels. The new laboratory will provide a 
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hydraulic installation which will enable silt and water movements to 
be studied in detail. 
3. Field investigations relating to the reclamation of waterlogged land 
are projected. A site has been selected in a locality where much 
badly waterlogged land exists. Experiments have been planned on 
mole drainage and tile drainage in conjunction with a system of 
open drains. Observations will be made on the behaviour of crops in 
soils with a high water-table, and, using these observations, crop 
experiments will be designed which will be conducted at suitable 
centres elsewhere in the province. 
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